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I stood beside a dying bed—
I quainted as yet with the wiles of Satan and j I can but die.’ These exercises are the sugNot so, however, with those who appropri up again. The disciples gave up all for lost when
Twas he himself lay there;
the
deceitfulness
of
his
own
heart,
a
person
gestions
of
the
blessed
Spirit.
They
terminedited by
ate to themselves gospel privileges, which do they saw the champion of their hopes made the
A smile of Holy light o’er spread
in this condition will betake himself to the j ate upon a whole Christ, upon Christ in all his
BEV. (IIU Yd l coi/row,
not rightfully belong to them. They are of victim of the very mortality which he promised
His countenance of prayer.
“ WHXWI JACKSON,
law, which in its original form said, Do and offices. With these exercises, and with the
ten made belter in consequence of continuing to destroy. It was like the contest and victory
“
JOHN T. BROOKE,
He said, ‘In sorrow, faith was mine;
live, and try to help himself by his good everlasting arms underneath him, the sinner
for a while in this practice. Many an indi of nature—but it was only to make his triumph
“
HENRY V. I>. JOHNS.
In
joy,
a
holy
fear;
works. He will form resolutions of amend casts himself down at the feet of Jesus.
vidual has commenced appropriating to his more complete. He entered—
Now both are lost in hope divine—
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, at CINCINNATI 4.ND LOUISVILLE,
ment, and fondly hope to atone for the folly Happy, thrice happy they, whose souls are
own
benefit religious privaleges, for which he
‘ That undiscovered country from whose bourne
Still, Saviour, thou art nearl’
BY THOMAS R . RAYMOND.
and guilt of his past life by the wisdom and ; exalted into such humility—who willingly lay
paid no equivalent; but after a while, the very
No traveler e’er returns.’—
sanctity
of
his
future
conduct.
But
if
the
J
their
honors
in
the
dust,
and
set
the
crown
Printed at the Wtsttrn Church P?ess,ik>gert’ Row, West Fourth-Street, Cincinnati.
Such was his life! In joy and wo
enjoyment of these privileges had the effect to
But he did.
He broke asunder the mighty
Lord intend to be gracious to him, he will not | upon the Redeemer’s head. Nor is this the
His heart was fixed above;
change his views. He became a better man, barriers of the grave ; he entered and he reani
Terms....Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per anrium, payable in advance.
he allowed to trust in that refuge of lies. 1 characteristic of a few; it is the common teinFaith was his only strength below,
and an honest man; and frankly came for mated that body which expired on the cross, and
The Holy Spirit will shew him that if he J per of all God’s children—a temper which
His only food was love.
ward and bore his just proportion towards by that most striking of all testimonies he has
C Merrier.
Teach me, O Lord, his life to live;
stop there, he is undone forever; and there- I you must have if ever you see his face in
sustaining the institutions of the gos gnen us to know that he hath fought against the
Teach me his death to die;
fore coining to Jesus Christ supposes,
| peace.—Mason.
law of death arid hath conquered it.
pel.
REQUIEM,
May I to Thee time’s moments give—
2. A sense of our utter inability to assist)
-----♦—I
say,
therefore,
if
it
be
dishonesty
to
en

ON THE DEATH OF GENERAL HARRISON.
Thou me eternity.
ourselves.
WORK OF THE SPIRIT.
joy the privileges of the gospel ministry
British Mao-azine.
BY geo r. ge P. M o u n 11.
Under the divine instruction men learn
[Extract from Kummacher.]
without helping to sustain it, it is not the most
Weep—for a spirit fled!
wonderful lessons. The sinner had been con
Forlhc W e s t e r n I; pi «coj> »1 Obitrrcr.
mischievous in its tendency. On the contra
CHRISTIANS DISSIMILAR.
The Raven voice of the old man some
The solemn word is spoken!
vinced that he was guilty; he is now carried
ry,
it
is
often
the
occasion
of
most
happy
ROMAN
CATHOLICS
IN THE UNITED
We
must
not
expect
that
all
persons
will
Weep—for the silver thread
times imitates so successfully the ‘voice of
a step farther, and sees that he is filthy. Ilis
results.
STATES.
And golden bowl are broken!
the Dove,’ that it requires aline and practiced see the truths of religion with equal distinct
eyes are turned inwards upon his heart, and
I would say then to those who are most
Strange is the diversity of opinion with re
A warrior lived—a Christian died! —
ear to detect the raven’s voice in such melo ness, or feel an equal degree of joy, on being
he is made acquainted with facts of which he
Sorrow should slumber in our pride!
dious sounds. Even mental conflicts and first brought from darkness into God’s mar actively engaged in supporting the gospel, gard to the actual and probable increase of
had not the least suspicion. When he was
states ol feeling occur, in which the Holy vellous light. "While some pass in a moment go forward.—Do not say loo much respcc- Romanism in America. When the prejudi
Go—bring his battle blade!
told by the divine word, he would not believe
the dishonesty of those who will not aid ces and the passions of rnen are considered,
Spirit has not the slightest share, and which from the deepest anguish, to* the most raptur- !
His helmet and his plume!
what is proved to be too true, that he is all as
ous
emotions
of
joy
or
gratitude,
others
are
in
its
suPP°rt* Kather encourage them to (he imperfection of (he best statistical esti
must be ascribed entirely to nature, and not
And be his trophies laid
an unclean thing—that his very righteous
avail themselves of the privileges which you mates. and the impossibility of even tolerable
introduced
so
gradually
into
the
kingdom,
that
to
grace;
and
yet
they
so
strongly
resemble
Beside him in the tomb!
ness, as he had simply imagined them, are as
have procured for them. Cordially welcome foresight on subjects so deeply complicated,
the operations of the Spirit, that the clearest they are hardly able to tell when they entered
Where files of time-marked veterans come,
filthy rags—that his heart is a nest of abom
them to the sanctuary which your benificence this is by no means to be wondered at. In a
sight is often deceived, and the nicest discern it. The subject may be illustrated by the dif
With martial tramp and muffled drum.
inations, a cage of unclean und hateful birds.
has erected, and invite them to appropriate to certain Church Journal views have lately
ment frequently baffled. After Jepthah had ferent views and emotions which would be
His loathsomeness in his own sight and in the
the ir comfort and edification, when needed, been taken so invidious in themselves and so
Give to the earth his fame!
scattered the Ephraimites—Judges xii. 1-6— excited in three blind persons, of whom one
sight of a holy God who is ol purer eyes
’Twas born hut to decay: —
the services of the minister whom you sup abhorrent to Protestantism that they call loud
should
be
restored
at
midnight,
another
at
he took possession of the passages of Jor
Not so his deathless name!
than to behold iniquity, added to his danger,
dawn, and the third amid the splendors of the port. It is a benevolent work, in which you ly for some antidote. And that it may not
dan.
The
Ephraimites,
obliged
to
cross
the
That cannot pass away!
renders him doubly miserable. He gets a
are engaged. Be faithful, and you shall not appear to be pragmatical and pugnacious, the
river or perish in the desert, approached the meridian sun. The first, although his sight
In youth, in manhood, and in age,
glimpse of the infinite evil of sin. He is
might be as perfectly restored as that of the lose your reward.—Rev. Mr. Thoms offs method of counteracting them is taken of
ford,
and
were
put
to
the
test
—
for
all
of
them
He dignifies his country’s page.
sensible that nothing short of a spotless obedi
Sermon.
something like a deliberate and well balanced
were required to pronounce the word Shib others, would yet doubt, for some time,
ence to the divine law will be accepted by the
view ol the whole object, by allusion to
Green be the willow bough
boleth; hut they said Sibholeth, ‘for they whether any change had been effected in him,
Law-Giver. He is sensible, too, that a satis
‘THE FOOL HATH SAID IN HIS HEART, most striking points of evidence on all it*,
Above the swelling ground,
could not frame to pronounce it right, and and tremble, lest the faint outlines, of the ob
faction must be made for the innumerable in
THERE IS NO GOD.’
sides.'
Where sleeps the Ilero now
jects around .him, which be so indistinctly
were slain.’
stances in which he has violated itsprocepts.
Go ask the sun that gives its light,
In consecrated ground,
Thus considered it resolved itself into three
discovered,
should
prove
to
be
the
creations
What a serious and important truth does
W hat can he do? Were he to obey perfectly
And pours its golden beams by day—H is monument his fame endears—
of
his
own
fancy.
The
second,
although
he
questions;
I he actual growth of Romanism
that scene present to us! Before him who
Ask ye the moon that roles by night,
hereafter, all his obedience is a debt. There
His epitaph—a nation’s tears.
in America— I he influence of America on the
holds the ford, beyond which lies the Canaan might, at first, feel almost assured of the
And midly sheds hersilv’ry ray:
is no surplus to satisfy for past offences. But
great interests of Romanism—And the indi
of God, all may depend upon an apparent change which had been wrought in bim,
COMING TO CHRIST.
instead of giving perfect obedience, he is in
cations ol the means and measures of its fu
would
yet
experience
a
gradually
increasing
Go ask the little twinkling star,
trifle! On the existence or non-existence of
To come to Christ is in general to believe capable of performing one acceptable action.
ture growth.
Placed in the heavens like a gem,
something within us irrespective of all other confidence and hope, as the light brightened
in him and to believe in him is to ‘receive Sin is so mingled with all he does, that his
1.
I he first of these questions can easily
Shining more brilliant—brighter far
considerations, will it depend, whether we around him, while the third, upon whose sur
and rest upon him alone for salvation as he is best deeds, the incense of his purest offerings,
Than jewels in the diadem:
he bi ought to a statistical test. Romanism is
shall be permitted to pass over, or whether prised and dazzled vision hurst at once the
offered in the gospel,’
are a smoke in Jehovah's nostrils. And to
positively, largely upon the increase. .But
the sword of His indignation shall descend refulgence of mid-day, would be transported,
Is there a God? Look to the sky,
This coming to Christ supposes several put the finishing stroke to his self-confidence,
when the proportion and the sources of this
bewildered,
and
almost
overwhelmed,
with
upon us. The spiritual difference between
Clad in its robe of azure blue:
things.
ie is obliged to suberibe the humiliating doc
increase
arc closely scrutinized, it is apparent
the man who is rejected and the one who is the excesses of surprise, and joy and grati
Ask by what power ’twas placed on high,
1. That we are by nature strangers from trine which tells him, that the broken law
tude.—ray son.
that it is small compared with the general in
accepted,
may
be
no
greater
than
that
between
Thus
tinged
witli
gold
and
purple
hue.
God, and feel the misery of our destiny. spreads its broad curse over his very right
crease of popidation, taken in connection with
Shibboleth and Sibholeth. Who can detect
"While our first parents continued in their in eousness. In the anguish which these views
THE MINISTER’S WIFE.
the
largearpount of catholic immigration. As,a
Look
to
the
wild
and
angry
deep
—
any material difference? But God is a keen
tegrity, they were honored with free access must excite, no wonder that he despairs of
Her children arise up. and call her bless
The Lord saith to its waters, ‘Peace!’
eonjecturi l estimate proselyteism is not in the
disccrncr.
to their Creator; but the breach of their fidel helping himself—no wonder that he is troub
Hush’d like a babe in silent sleep,
proportion of one in a hundred to the number
Behold here two men! Both smite upon ed. her husband also, praiseth her- Prov.
ity ruined this divine privilege, and produced led and terrified witli the apprehension of a
Its waves are calm—its ragings cease.
of descendants of Catholics yearly swallow
their breast, and both call themselves the xxxi: 28.
in their minds, an alienation from their God. God absolute and unreconciled. He can enter
We
were
forcibly
reminded
of
this
pass

ed
up in the protestant community?
chief of sinners. We see their tears, and
Is there a God? The bird of air
His righteous judgment made their choice into the spirit of that passionate exclamation,
age, in reading the speech of Rev. Mr. Jay,
2. 1 he influence of America on the gen
hear
their
conlessions.
To
us
no
difference
Ilis
tuneful
voice
doth
loudly
raise;
their punishment, prohibiting them from that What shall I do to be saved*
1. The business,
of Bath, England, at a festival hchl yvith, J(is
eral interests of Romanism. That it is highintercourse with himself which they labored however, is not finished. The Lord is tear- is visible. Both appear at the passage of
is lnunvvi
sufficiently
irv'in
*'
+
r
iav
'-*
Ail
°
F
CU
E
1V
“
,lU
Ul
her
friends
;_.ovi.^ wx.x
,
.
'
ite/ife?
—
llie
other
Is
iG^
]
.
CJUlGL
LSI 1111 cl LU Ul Protestantism
tVVLJ.
mvto sliunj and tile flcitinAAgvyiAOA v*
Philldelpbia Repository.
haue made up a purse of£650, together with
bim, and what is more terrible, the decree of ingrafted him into Christ the living N ine. Why should this be? The one said Shibbo a salver of solid silver, and presented to him
immigrants into the United States annually, it
justice, barred up forever all approach to Je He has hitherto looked only at the high de- leth, the other Sibholeth. We observed it as a testimony of their regard. In the
TIIE DESTROYER OF DEATH.
would not be extravagant to allow 30,000
hovah by the old covenant. That this is our lands of God’s law, and his own unworthi not; but the difference causes an eternal separ
BY DR. CHALMERS.
to the Roman Catholics. If of these 10,000
speech
in
which
he
responded
to
their
address,
forlorn condition, and that there is no possibil ness, weakness, and vileness, but he has not ation. One smote upon his breast front fear,
When we look at the wide extent and univer were to find a permanant home under the
after having acknowledged the kindness of
ity of approach to God acceptably but by the looked at the blessed Mediator. Coming to the other from love. Hell made one to weep, his friends, he turned and addressed his wife sality of the ravages of death, how hopeless is shadow of their own ministry it would be
our escape
We see no exception—it scatters remarkable, leaving 20,000, with their de
new and living way which the Redeemer has Jesus Christ supposes, then,
the Cross the other. One lamented the con
3. A view of him as that very Saviour sequences of sin, the other mourned over the as follows:
its desolations with unsparing regularity among pendents, to be swallowed up in the protes
opened, the very nature of his mission and
‘I take this purse and present it to you, all the sons and daughters of Adam. It perhaps
bis earnest invitation declare. Approaching whom we need. When the soul is sinking transgressions themselves. When their charMadam—rioud applause continued for some adds to our despair when we sec it extending to tant community. To test the probability of
under
the
weight
of
guilt,
and
every
moment
to God by Jesus Christ supposes that we feel
acters were developed, it was evident that
this, let any person who has had large inter
minutes]—to you Madam, who have always
our distance from him, and farther, that we fears that the black cloud of divine wrath will selfishness produced repentance in one, hut kept my purse, and therefore it has been so the lower animals, or behold the lovely forms of course with Ids fellW’ citizens attempt to
the vegetable creation dissolving into nothing.— count up the numbert^f proselytes.to Roman
feel the misery of our estrangement. I need burst over his devoted head, how reviving, the other’s tears flowed from love. In one well kept. Consider it entirely sacred—for
It carries to our observation all the immutability
how
transporting
the
thought,
that
the
blood
oj
was concealed a Cain, in the other a Magdal
not tell you that when Adam fell he lost not
your pleasure, your use, your service, your of a general law; we can look for no mitigation ism, and then the numbere of protestants, he
Jesus
Christ,
clcansetli
from
all
sin.
1
This
ene. Nature predominated in one, and in the
only his dignity but his happiness. Ilis
comfort. I feel this is not unexpected by you, of the incorrigible distemper; we cannot reverse has known, whose parents or 'more remote
mind, which was filled with light, serenity, precious truth, my brethren, is the only thing other, grace. To our dull senses that was
but it is perfectly deserved by you. Mr. the process of nature, nor bid her mighty elements ancestors were Romanists. Or let him listen
innocence, bliss and joy, became the abode of which can revive the dying hope of aconvinc- not perceptible.
Chairman and Christian friends—I am sure to retire. Is there no power then, superior to to the appeal of Bishop England to his own
Therefore, we cannot say that true heart-felt
darkness, inquietude, guilt, wretchedness, and ed sinner. A Saviour! delightful sound! A
there is not one here but would acquiesce in nature, and which can control it? To us a law' zealous fellow-subjects of a foreign prelate,
sorrow. He had transmitted tons the doleful Saviour who has made an atonement for sin Christianity consists in penitence, in tears, or
this, if he know the value of this female as a of the universe carries the idea of some fixed and wherein he.states, if I rightly reniember, that
inheritance. Offenders in our offending par ners! May I depend upon this heavenly in in an earnest longing after the bliss of heaven.
wife, for more than fifty years. I must men unalterable necessity along with it; and of none the descendents of Roman Catholics in Amer
ent, we are by nature children of wrath.. formation? Yes, for his blood clcansetli We cannot say that it consists in prayers, in tion the obligations the public are under to more strict, more unfailing, and more widely ex ica amount to little short of 5,000,000, while
By losing the favor of God we lost our all; from all sin. What from all sin? Will it evangelical knowledge, or in Christian deport her, (if I have been enabled to serve my gen tensive in its operation than the law' of death.— not more than 1,500,000 are actually found
\vc were degraded from his children and cleanse from my sin? It will. In the ming ment. Neither does it consist in love for the eration;) and how much my church and con In the wide circuit of things does there exist no under the care of their priesthood. .
high authority that can abolish this law? no
friends into the children and drudges of the led emotions of wonder and joy, a sinner can gospel, in the emotions which it awakens
But this is not all. America is rapidly mod
gregation owe to her watchings over its pas power that can overthrow death, that can grapple
devil. The temple of the hosts is converted not but long to be better acquainted with this within us, or in zeal for the spread of divine
ifying this boasted unchangeable religion. Iti»
tor
’
s
health,
whom
she
has
cheered
under
all
into a den of thieves. A crowd of fiends, celestial Friend. He opens the volume of truth—nor in an open confession of Christ, his trials, and reminded of his duties, while with this mighty conqueror and break his tyran granted that as far as its genius and its dog
attended by every vile and hateful affection, inspiration, and there he obtains all the intel and the ability to testify and speak of him she animated him in their performance; how ny to pieces? We never saw that being, but the mas emanate from Rome and control its priest
records of past ages have cofiie down to us, and
has entered the soul of man.
Enmity ligence he can wish. He is told that in with eloquence, instruction, and edification. often she has wiped the evening dews from
w’e there read of the extraordinary visitor who hood, they are as unchangeable as its own
the
glorious
Redeemer
there
is
a
fullness
to
against God headed the gang, and the standard
All those things may constitute only the im his forehead, and freed him from interrup lighted on these realms jvhere death had reigned seven hills. But the laity are much more
of rebellion is erected in that very spot which relieve every want. Does lie find himself perfect Shibboleth; and wo be to us, if at the
tions and embarrassments, that he might be so long in all the triumphs of extended, empire. pliable. Witness the hold Stand taken in
New York to attain the right o/ choiccyof their
was once the palace of the King of kings. debarred by the flaming sword of justice from passage of Jordan itshould so appear. It may
free for his work. How much, also, do my Wonderful enterprize ! He came to destroy death.
Can such a state be happy? Can it possibly approaching to God by the old covenant? lie all proceed from the natural man alone, and
own ministers.' Witness their cordial assosiVast
undertaking!
He
came
to
depose
nature
family owe to her, and what reason have
not be miserable? God is the pure and only is told that Jesus Christ is the new and living be the mere workings of selfish nature. But
from this conceived immutability; and a law ation in many things to their protestant breth
they
to
call
her
blessed!
She
is,
too,
the
source of blessedness, and wo and death are Way to the Father. Does he need a justify nothing will stand the Divine scrutiny, that is
which embraced w ithin its wide grasp all who ren with regard to which a European catholic
He is told that Jesus not the work and produce of the Holy Spirit, mother of another mother in America, who live and move on the face of the world, he came would feel a perfect hhrror—witness their
as invariably the effects of distance from him, ing righteousness?
has
reared
thirteen
children,
all
of
whom
are
to overturn; and lie soon gave token o.f a power preference of a home-born clergy witness their
as darkness and cold, of distance from the sun. Christ has brought in an everlasting right and the essence of which is not the love of
walking with her in the way everlasting.’—
commensurate to the mighty undertaking. That repeated struggles for native Bishops—and wit
But a considerable part of man’s misery is, eousness. Nay, that he is himself the Lord Christ.
The Puritan
nature, to whose operations we are so apt to as ness the apologies and glosses to which the cler
that his apostacy has blinded his eyes and our Righteousness. Does he need strength?
cribe some stubborn and invincible necessity, gy resort,in rendering the most offensive dogdeadened his sensibility. He sees not that He is told that. Jesus Christ is the Lord our
ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE BENEVOLENT.
THE CHRISTIAN’S RACE.
gave way at his coming; she felt his authority
sin has robbed him of his beauty in defacing strength also. Does he need to be purified
Those who are engaged in efforts for the through all her elements, and she obeyed it.— ■ mas of Popery more palatable to the multi
He stood beside a dying bed:
the image of his God.—He secs not that sin from his pollution? He is told that by plead
benefit
of others, should be encouraged to go "Wonderful period !—when the constancy of na tude.
The lamp burnt pale and low,
has obliterated his fair title to eternal life. ing the merits of Jesus Christ lie may expect
In view of these facts one of two results
forward. They should not repine, nor grow ture was broken in upon by him who established
And, dimly seen, an old gray head
He feels not that sin, like a venomous reptile, the accomplishment of that gracious promise,
weary. They are engaged in a good work. it—when the Deity vindicated his honor, and the seems absolutely inevitable,—either that the
Was battling its lgst foe.
I
will
sprinkle
clean
water
upon
you,
you
is gnawing his vitals and infusing a mortal
It was a father that lay there,
In this way they exemplify one of most love miracles of a single age, committed to authentic clergy ffiust, consent to be moulded more and
poison. These things, however, he must shall be clean-, from all your filthiness and
That gazer was a son;
ly characteristics of our holy religion; its be history, gave evidence to all futurity that there is more by the influence of America, in which
from
all
your
idols
I
cleanse
you.
Oh!
my
know, or he will not, he cannot, come to Je
I whisper’d, ‘There is help in prayer.’—
nevolence. In this way they imitate Him, a power above nature and beyond it. What case Romanism will cense to be Romanism,
sus Christ. It is his office to save sinners, brethren, how does a sight of glorious Christ
He
said,
‘
God
’
s
will
be
done!
’
who was the benevolent Author of our reli more unchanging than the aspect of the starry or else the laity moulded and transformed
and to save from' sin. But surely they who tarnish all other glory! It makes him say of
gion. And in this way they will relieve hu heavens, and in what quarter of her dominions more and more, will declare themselves
the
covenant
of
grace,
of
which
Jesus
Christ
discern neither danger in the state nor deform
does nature maintain a more silent Slid solemn independent of an inexorable,and unreasonably
He stood amid a glittering croud,
man suffering, and augment the amount of hu
inflexibility than in the orbs which roll around inflexible foreign prelate,
ity in the character of a sinner, and who roll is the Surety and the Head, Il is well orderWithin the chancel wide,
man happiness. Let them continue to give
us? Yet, at the coming of that Saviour these
sin itself ‘as a sweet morsel under their eel in all things and sure; it is all my salva
And gracefully the ring bestowed
liberally to relieve the distresses of their fel- heavens broke silence—music was heard from
3. There seems, then, to be no reason
Upon a blooming bride.
tongues,’ will not, while under the influence tion and all my desire. But as a bare sense
fellow-men—the deaf, the blind, and the in their canopy, and it came from a congregation of able grounds for gloomy forebpdeings, as
‘Rejoice, for love is round thee spread,
of such views, think the gospel salvation of the suitableness of the Mediator is differ
sane. Let them aid generously those who living voices, which sung the praises 6f God and though a second battle of the Reformation
And life is in its prime.’—
,
any favor. Nobody, who is not conscious ol ent from surrendering ourselves up to him,
are laboring to reform the wayward and the made them fall in articulate language on human were to be fought. It is trde,' that protescoming
to
Jesus
Christis,
His
smile
was
solemn,
as
he
said,
a disease, will thank you for a remedy. It is
vicious, and to send the light of salvation to ears. After this, who can call nature unaltera tantism in America has hazarded and is risk
In
the
last
place,
the
rolling
of
our
guilty
‘
It
is
a
holy
time.
’
therefore, the first work of the Holy Spirit to
those who are perishing without it.
ble? Jesus Christ hath abolished death, he has ing much by wide departures from good old
souls,
with
all
their
vileness
and
all
their
convince of sin. In this work he rouses the
And let them not become weary or be made perpetual invasion upon nature’s constan church principles universal for the three hun
He stood beside a healing spring,
unworthiness,
upon
h'is
rich
sovereign
grace.
conscience from its torpitudc—he quickens
Whence drops of mercy fell;
thrown out of patience, in supporting the cv, and she neve; in a single instance resisted the dred years of our blessed era, and nearly so, at
When a man, into whose mind God hath
the soul into life—he opens the eyes that were
And lovely was the new-born thing
gospel for the benefit of those in their own word of his power. < What fitanner of man is the earlier dawn of the Reformation. But it
shined
so
as
to
give
him
an
insight
into
the
shut in spiritual death—he unmasks the sinner
Bathed
in
that
holy
well.
midst, who will not aid in its support. They this?’ said his disciples, ‘even the winds and the is a revolting libel upon that protesEaniism to
to himself—but ah! how great the alteration! great things of which we have been discours
It was his eldest born;—I said,
may,
and doubtless at times do think it hard-, sea obey him !’ Philosophers love to expatiate, suppose it inevitable, that the reaction should
Like a palsied limb which on the recovery of ing, looks at himself and sees nothing hut
‘Rejoice, iny friend, rejoice!’
and
sometimes
we meet with those who ob and they tell us Of the laws of the animal and be to Romanism. Sectarian bitterness would
health feels the aeutest pangs shoot through death there—when he looks at the law and
‘I do,’ he cried, wit'h stooping head,
ject
io
this
mode
of exercising benevolence. vegetable kingdom. These laws may prove an alone entertain or express such a conjecture.
every nerve, the sinner now finds himself in sees nothing but death there—when he looks
impassible barrier to us, but in the hand of the
And with a trembling voice.
They
say,
‘
it
encourages
dishonesty, thievery,
omnipotent Saviour they were nothing, he rever Facts are much against it. Experience in
conceivably wretched. lie finds himself un at the creature and sees nothing but emptiness
in those who are thus allowed to take to sed or supported them at pleasure; he blasted New England and Pennsylvania, after two
He stood beside an open grave—
der the curse of a broken covenant, and there and barrenness and death there—when he
themselves privileges, to which they have no the fig tree by a single word; and what tons was hundred years ojfthe wildest and widest'de
looks
at
Jesus
Christ
and
sees
in
him
light,
The funeral rite was done,
fore exposed to the vengeance of an angry
right.' But I would say to such, il it do en the basis of high anticipation, he made,the sub partures from chiirch principles, is largely
lie had returned, to him who gave;
God, exposed to the horrors of everlasting and life, and grace, and all the fullness of De
courage dishonesty, it is a kink ol dishones ject of his miracles. He restored sight to the more in favor of a restrained reaction, highly
ity
he
cannot
but
say,
in
the
prospects
of
go

His
loved,
his
only
son!
ruin. As the human mind is engaged in a
ty not the most mischevous in its tendency. blind, he restored speech to the dumb, he restored favorable to the Episcopal Church.
‘Do not dispair, my friend,’ I cried,
perpetual search after happiness, the first ing from Christ, Lord to whom shall 1 got
A man accustomed to rob his fellow-men, or motion to the palsied, and to crown his triumph
Protestantism in America is deeply in grain
As
all
around
were
weeping;
thou
hast
the
words
of
eternal
life.
He
Question on such a discovery will he, how
steal their property, the longer he continues over nature and her processes, he retslored life to ed. Its manifestations may begreatly modified.
He smiled upon me, and replied—
shall I escape the destruction which threatens reasons as the lepers of old; if I push for
in the practice, the more inclined is he to it. the dead—he laid down his own life and took it For one, I think there is great need of it.
‘He is not dead, but sleeping!’
me? It is more than probable that, unac- ward and make an experiment ol his grace,
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to the mission among the Syrian Christians of Mes
by their inspired, and therefore infallible teachers.’ clod is drenched with the blood of our heroes Manlius, Onondaga county, aud entered on his du opotamia, as a field of labor where his previous ac
ties.
Now this appears to us the only satisfactory view of when their bodies were buried under the ru
The Rev. A. Hull ba« resigned the charga of the quirements would not be wholly lost—and he joins
the question, as to what is true in scriptural doc- ins of Jerusalem.
missionary station at Oneonta and Otsego, Otsego the mission at once, as a layman, looking forward
to orders at a future date. With piety and a resolute
VVe must have some standard—some tests by which
‘The power of our enemies is gone, the county, and entered upon his duties as rector of St. purpose in regard to his peculiar mission, Dr. C.
to arrive at the real mind of scripture, or we are left angel of discord has long since mown down Andrew’s Church, New Berlin, Chenango county. unites a well stored mind, a readiness in the acqui
Rev. Benjamin W. Stone has relinquished
to the mercy of the wild decisions of every individ their mighty hosts, and yet ye do not bestir liisThe
charge of St. John's Church, Clyde, Wayne sition of language, general reading in theology in
ual who chooses, whether competent or not, to form yourselves, people of Jehovah? What hin county, and accepted a call to the rectorship of St. cluding a thorough knowledge of church history,
and an extended acquaintance with mankind. He
Mark’s Church, Penn Yan, Yates county.
an opinion. As Episcopalians, we are of course fa ders?
upon his missionary course in connection
Nothing but your own ( supine
The Rev. T. G. Salter has removed irom Rhode enters
miliar with the principle, and if we do not go back
with our church, having well studied his field ot la
ness.
Island to the Diocese of Connecticut, and entered bor,
and
with an ardent attachment to the people
to the mind of the disciples and of the apostles,
‘Think you that Mehemet Ali or the Sul upon bis duties as rector of bt. Stephen s Church, for whose spiritual welfare he wishes to consecrate
where shall we be able to find a standard? This view
East Haddam.
every advantage which, in the'providence of God, he
of the question then, discards mere modern private tan in Stamboul will not be convinced that
may possess.
it
would
be
better
for
him
to
be
the
protec

judgment, not only as unsafe, but, scorpion-like, as
Confirmation.—Bishop De Laney visited St.
The Foreign Committee having regarded the ap
tor
of
a
peaceful
and
wealthy
people,
than
Kingdom.
John's Chuich, Canandaigua, on Easter Day, April pointment of one, not previously a resident in this
tempt, above alluded to, will be made. With a view constantly destroying itself; and makes the test ot
11th,
when
he
preached
and
administered
the
Roly
country or known to our church, as involving in
A. C- -N.
to prevent It, a very strong appeal has been made to an alleged scriptural truth to be ‘primeval antiquity' — with infinite loss of men and money to contend
Communion in the morning.
some respects increased responsibility, have assumed
35
the friends of this case, for adequate pecuniary aid and laying down the following canons, Mr. Faber against the ever-repeated, mutually provoked
He preached again in the afternoon and confirmed it with every reasonable hope of the happiest results
to purchase the whole of this territory between our brings the three schemes of Arminianism, National insurrections cf Turks and Arabs, of whom nineteen persons, (one in private.) Players were in this accession to the Mardin mission. The prov
colonies, so as to give them command of the coast. ism, and Calvinism to the test of primitive antiquity. the one nor the other are able to give pros read and the coniimation preface by the Rector, the idential offer of a physician to labor where a large
Rev. Mr. Prevost. Large and very attentive con portion of the people are wild mountaineers near
the r v i.pit, tii e T ns, and thi press.
For a very interesting circular on this subject from I. ‘In matters theologically doctrinal, novelty is the perity to the country?
gregations attended services.—Gospel Messenger.
the seat of the mission, is the earnest of a divine
the pen of Doctor Archibald Alexander, of Prince synonymof falsehood.’ 11. Scripture and antiquity
‘Our probation was long, in all countries,
blessing upon the work itself. A physician at tha
CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
ton, N. J. we refer our philanthropic readers to the are the two pillars upon which all rationally estab from the North Pole to the South! There
Bishop Griswold’s Visit to Rhode Island.—On outset may exert a. niost favorable influence for the
lished faith must ultimately repose.’ 111. ‘If we re is no trade, no art, which we have not prac Friday, the 8th instant, Bishop Griswold preached gospel. The Foreign Committee have felt deeply
May number ot the Colonial Journal.
* •
SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1SU.
Grace Chruch, Providence, and confirmed 16. the want of funds, and in any ordinary case might
ject scripture, we reject the very basis of theologi ticed, no science in which we cannot show in
The 10th, preached in Briston, and confirmed 10. have been justified in declining an appointment un
cal belief; if we reject antiquity, we reject all histor splendid examples.
OXFORD DIVINITY.
ETERNITY.
Where will you find The 11th, A. M. preached in do. and assisted in the til the response of their recent appeal is known—
ical evidence to soundness of interpretation.’ IV. better proclaimers of civilization to the wild communion. P M. preached in M airen, aiidcon- But in justice to the interests committed to them,
‘Suppose some little insect, so small as to be im To the Editors of the Western Episcopal Observer'.
r
firmed 15. Monday, the 12th, preached in Ports and guided by such plain indications ot the Divine
perceptible to the human eye, were to carry this
In my last communication I sent you an ex ‘When in our inquiries after revealed truth, the two tribes of
the East?
mouth, R. I. The I4lh, A. M. instituted the Rev will, they now feel confident in the path of duty,
world, by its tiny mouthfuls, to the most distant star tract from a letter to the Bishop of Oxford by a res are combined, we attain to moral certainty; and in
People of Jehovah, raise yourselves from Francis Vinton, into Trinity Church, Newport. and urge this fresh call for the increasing means,
the hand of God has placed in tha heavens. Hun
matters
which
by
their
very
nature
admit
not
of
Rev. Mr. West read prayers, and the Rev. A. which every such appointment must demand. When
dreds of millions of ysars are required for the per ident member and clergyman of the University of mathematical proofs, moral proof is the highest point your thousand year’s slumber! Rally round The
H. Vinton preached. P. JVI. the bishop preached in God sends the laborers, it can scarcely be that the
formance of n single journey. The insect commen Oxford. You will remember it was said in that ex
leaders;
have
really
the
will,
a
Moses
will
the
game
church, confirmed 22. On the 15th, he means to sustain them in their work shall be want,
ces upon the leaf of a tree, and takes its little load, tract that the writer expressed the opinion that the to which we can possibly attain.’ It is true, that in
in Zion Church, Newport, and confirmed ing.
so Rinall that even the microscope cannot discover doctrinal views of Oxford Divinity, as to one who this practical research into antiquity wc may err in not be wanting. The rights of nations will preached
10. On the 6th he preached at Fall River, and con
The Rev. Mr. Southgate expected to leave Con
never
grow
old;
take
possession
of
the
land
that it is gone, and sets out upon its almost endless
two ways. I. By a limited and superficial examina
stantinople for Mesopotamia about the middle of
firmed 9.
journey. After millions and millions of years have has committed mortal sin after baptism, and reserve
of your fathers; build a third time the temple
April.
roiled away it arrives back again to take its second in communicating religious knowledge, had gained tion of tiie documents of the early Church
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
load. Oh what interminable ages must pass before little favor in the eyes of the great body of the pa Catholic. And 2. By carryiug our researches into of Zion, greater and more magnificent than
CHINA.
the one leaf shall be removed i In what period of rochial clergy-that the danger and spread was among a period when the purity of the faith was sullied, as ever. Trust in the Lord, who has led you
OHIO.
The Rev. Mr. Boone writes from Macao, (Jan. 4,)
coming lime would the whole tree be borne away!
safely
through
the
vale
of
misery
thousands
do
the
Romanists.
These
points
must
ever
be
open
bishop m’ilvaink’s visit to st. John's church, fiqua. that he had derived decided benefit from the cold
When would the forest be gone? And when would the younger clergy and the young men of the Uni
weather enjoyed at that place. He had become im
that insect take the last particle of this globe and versities, the romantic and unread, &c. I think it to criticism, and sometimes to controversy; but un of years. He also will not forsake you in
There is great wisdom and beauty, as well as com. pressed with the importance of removing the misbear it away in its long, long journey ? Even then of great importance that we should no more under like private modern interpretation, there is about your last conflict.’
eternity would but have commenced. The spirit rate than overrate the actual amount of favor and them a tangibleness and an ability of arriving at cer
These extracts shew, that the Jews are pliance with apostolic practice, in the arrangements sion to Macao; and acting under the sanction of
then in existence would still lofdi forward to eterni
of the Episcopal Church. The chief Pastor travels previous instructions, would at an early date be pre.
tainty,
which,
when
we
arrive
at,
leaves
us
morally
exhorting
one another to return, and take
influence
which
these
errors
have
gained
among
at
pared to decide upon a measure so important to its
ty, endless, unchangeable, illimitable, rolling before
around at stated periods of time, through a given future
prospects. ‘I feel satisfied,’ says Dr. B., ‘that
it. The mind sinks down perfectly exhausted with least the younger clergy. If the one would alarm convinced of the true mind of scripture. On the proof possession of their father-land: now that
such contemplations. Yes ! our existence runs par us unreasonably, the other would make us too secure of historical evidence, then, our author is content to their God is ‘drying up the waters of the region of country, visiting the Churches, and en now is the time for many of our young inen to coma
quiring of each pastor how the work of the Lord out, if our church desires to do something fox the
allel with that of God. So long us he endures, so
hang the weight of the question; and the only con
long shall that flame which he has breathed into our and expose us the more to what is really a most sub troversy which can arise, is not upon the fundamen great river Euphrates,’ to ‘prepare the way’ has prospered in his hands, and how many souls un blessed Saviour, when he throws open this empire
bosoms glow and burn; but it must glow in the brill tle device. In the absence of any precise account
for them!
Daniel xi. 40-43. Rev. xvi. 12. der his care are prepared to make a public profession to those who in patience and faitli have been waiting
coming. It should be remembered that we are
iance and the beauty of heaven< or burn with lurid of the actual prevalence of these views, I send you tal principles, but upon tne correctness of the evi
For it is ordained of God the reinstating of religion, and to covenant with God to be his his
altogether unprepared for such a mercy, having but
flame and unextinguishable wo.’
an extract from a very powerful work, entitled ‘Es dence as at present adduced. Each person, therefore, of the descendents of Abraham, Isaac and
one
individual (and he in feeble health) ready to
faithful soldiers and servants to their life’s end.
• I paint for eternity.’ The ancient artist who thus says on the Church, by a Layman,’ the edition of who has and can read the writings of the early Fa Jacob, in their own land, no more to be dis
meet a call which would demand tens of those who,
The
announcement
of
such
visit
not
only
opens
the
replied, when asked why so cautious in drawing his which for 1840 is chiefly devoted to the Oxford con thers is able to decide upon the verity or unsound
least, could make known their wants to a native;
possessed of it by the Gentiles, Jer. xvi. 14,- door for each pastor faithfully, affectionately and at
and probably none else could.be permitted (under
lines, so slow in using his pencil, unwittingly utter troversy. It will show what importance the well- ness of the conclusion arrived at.
Having now laid down the main principle of the 15. When returning, ‘then the Lord shall earnestly to call upon all his hearers who are not the most favorable circumstances we can ever imed a truth which is applicable to all the thoughts, furnished and sound mind of that lay-champion of the
agine) to enter the empire.’—lb,
words and actions of all men. AH are registered in truth (Mr. Seeley of London) attaches to the evil question—a principle of vast importance, and which shew them these things, and the glory of the communicants, to come to Christ, and in the rite of
of late years has been too much neglected, and there Lord shall appear, and the cloud also, as it Confirmation, openly to confess him before the
a book which ages will not make old, and in charac in its practical working.
ATHENS.
was shewed unto Moses, and as when Solo world. The announcement of such a visit not only
fore we have pressed the more strongly upon it,
ters which eternity will not efface. Every motion
The Rev. Mr. Hill is about to visit the United
‘The writers of the preface to the latter volumes having, we trust, made it plain, we shall proceed to mon desired that the place might be honorably opens the door for each pastor thus to call upon his
States after an absence of more than tfen years. He
Df the mind is written on a tablet more durable than of Mr. Froudes’ Remains seem to exult in this ad
hearers, but it makes it his duty to call upon all may be expected to reach this country early u
if engraven with an iron pen upon the rock.— vantage which their system possesses, (viz: its adap a short statement of the results to which the investi sanctified.’ 2 Mac. ii, 1-8.
F.
This subject receives additional force and parents who have dedicated their children to Christ June.—lb.
Every utterance of the longue is borne with wings tation to the natural mind,) and jocosely remark gation leads our reverend author.
interest from the following extract from a in baptism, to know how many of those children
and flies direct into eternity. Every deed of the hie ‘that it is something in the air; something going on
HONOLULU.
TIIE ISRAELITES.
is more durable than adamant. 1 here is no power in all places at once and in spite of all precautions.’
Liverpool publication: ‘With such anxiety are now prepared to come forward and take upon
The Foreign Committee, considering the applica
themselves the vows and promises made in their tion
for a missionary chaplain, as one having pe
to annihilate that which has been once said, or done, There is many a true word spoken in jest, and this
By the recent arrivals from Europe, says the are the Jews regarded by the different cabinets name in baptism. After the church receives children
culiar claims, determined so far to accede to it, ai
or thought. The heavens may pass away; the earth we believe is one of them. The present theological Christian Intelligencer, we received the Devcnport. of Europe, that it is upon this issue: Who
from the hands of parents or sponsors, and admits to insure the payment of one half of the annual
and all things that therein are, may be burnt up; but epidemic is ‘something in the air,’ and we know Independent, one number of which paper contains shall possess the land which God gave their
them into membership with Christ in baptism, she expense for a given period, provided the use of the
the conduct of accountable creatures can never be who it is that claims among his many titles, that the ensuing notice concearing the posterity of Is- forefathers? that the question of peace or
chapel and dwelling house, erected by the Ameri
then returns them into their hands, with solemn in can Seamen’s Friend Society, could beprocured; and
obliterated.
of ‘the prince of the power of the air;’ nor is there real. There was also included in it a calculation war now depends, and their return to Pales junction to train them up for God. When it is an fl50 per annum for three years have already been
The preacher preachesfor eternity; and it will then much difficulty in tracking his course in this visita respecting the periods when their dispersion among tine, under the guarantee of the Allied Pow
nounced to the pastor that confirmation is soon to uledged by two individuals for ihe support of such
be seen whether he handled the word of God deceit tion. But more than this, we have to fear and mind all nations will terminate: But that attempt to fix ers, has been suggested as the most effectual
be administered in his parish, it becomes his duty to a missionary. That Society, however, having a
fully, or rightly divided the word ol truth; whether the peculiar liability, or rather the predisposition of ‘times and seasons’ was considered irrelevant to mode of preserving peace among the nations.
cently appointed a chaplain for that port, no furthn
enquire of these parents or sponsors, whether they steps will be taken by the Committee,—lb.
self or Christ were the most prominent; whether he the natural heart of man, to fall into this sort of the main point; and also the date is deemed to be
‘The dry bones’ are beginning to shake, and have faithfully discharged their duty, and whether
sought to gain the applause of man, or to win souls; temptation. Considering these things, and remem premature; for it cannot ne perceived how the land
appearances bring the words of the Psalmist any good fruit is now to be seen the consequence of
MISSIONARY EFFORTS IN SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
whether he chose the best subjects and presented bering the awful power of the tempter, and the fa of Judea will fairly be opened for the residence of
In many instances, the pupils in our Sunday
to our minds: ‘Thou shalt arise and have mercy God’s blessing upon their instructions and prayers.
them in the best manner, according to Ins ability, cility which the tempted have always shown to give the Jews, until ‘the second wo is past',’ when the
And beside this it is his duty to bring home the sub schools have been encouraged to raise by small but
and kept in view the best end, or whether las sub way to such seductions, why should we be surprised Ottoman power shall be exterminated. The para upon Zion, for the time to favor her, yea, the
frequent contributions, sums for missionary objecti,
ject of religion personally to every individual in his Sometimes a Sunday school library in the west hai
set
time
is
come,
for
thy
servants
take
pleas

jects were taken up at random and thrown at ran or cast down at the rapid progress which these er graphs quoted from an address of the German Jew to
congregation
not
already
belonging
to
the
commu

been purchased, then one or more, pupils, at Athena
dom, rather than aimed at his hearers to do his own rors have made and are still making throughout the Ins brethren who are ‘wandering among the nations;’ ure in her stones, and favor the dust
nion. These duties, faithfully performed, often re or Cape Palmas, have been supported. The resulti
thereof.
’
or his Master’s work. Eternity will declare all tins church ? This must be looked for; and we must is a very remarkable ‘Sign of the Times—’and its
have been most happy, and the interest manifested
The’present position of the Jews not only suit in reviving pure religion in the hearts of com in these works of benevolence truly encouraging to
to the preacher, wh,en all his studies and all his ser- reckon upon seeing the doctrines of the reformation details, with its impressive memortals, render it
municants,
and
in
awakening
and
leading
others
to
rectors and teachers. One correspondent on tram
_ . -nnu iiiuAtMiH... - ——.—.. .,
in Ilia remembrance, and made to.
We therefore presents a most interesting object for contemthis we must be prepared, and to the prospect our | recommend
a decision, who had long been halting between two milting the contributions of a single class for tlia|
Our
IoqH everv
US, j.wuuii, uui jituoi
Hearers hear for eternity; not intentionally, wc minds must be accustomed. Theonlj,
opinions,
jc.igm
weens
betore
tne
visit
oi
uu.
un

,
c - t-.-nil at the AG-Jo..,. MIoslojj, adds, ‘ll
iney will find it to be equally luminous and euiry- quirer to admire the watentutness of Jehovah
am convinced that the Missionary cause mightbei
grant, but of necessity. They have not done with remains to be done, is to strive to rescue such as are ing
over this ancient people during the lapse of loved Bishop to thia parish, when his intended visit much promoted in prayer, spirit, and money, amonyj
the summons they hear, when the speaker's voice really enlightened by the Holy Spirit, from falling
was made known, the rector of the parish knew of the rising generation if suitable means were put ia
The Jews.—For the information of your so many ages; and at the same time to awaken only three persons prepared for confirmation. He operation. Oh, how many schools in the land, each
has ceased to vibrate. His words have passed away into this delusion. And nothing will effectually do
the
attention
of
professing
Christians
to
the
indeed, but the recording angel 'has put it down, this, but the constant exhibition of sound doctrine, readers who sympathize with the Jews in
was laboring under many very trying discourage comprising hearts, who may in the good providene
great events that must yet precede, and shall
whether they have effected the heart or not. The —the theology of the Bible and of the reformation. their present dispersion, and who desire their
ments, and was led to fear that his labors during the of God, be our future heralds of the cross in thii
heathen lands! And what is done in a props
truth rejected, the promise slighted, the warning It is the want of this, chiefly, that leads to the per restoration to the land of their fathers, I here follow their restoration to the land of their past year had been almost if not altogether in yain. and
manner to enlist them in the Missionary enterprise!'
fathers,
recorded
in
Ez.
xxxvi.
xxxvii.xxxviii.
despised, the precept forgotten, will all reappear version of a few spiritual men. The whole armor of with send you extracts from a German news
But when he came to visit from house to house, and In one school such has been the interest, that a num
and show the thoughtless and the sceptical hearer to God is requisite to defeat the wiles of the devil, and paper, which betoken a movement among xxxix. Luke xxi. 14-28. Rom. xi.
to enquire of individuals what their religious feel ber of pupils (now amounting to eleven) have fw
ings, experience and desires were, he was much several years been supported at the African Mission,
be without excuse.
the least deficiency is instantly detected and taken the continental Jews in relation to the late
,
,
,
ic.
A letter recently addressed to the Mission from thii
From the Churchman.
Merchants buy and sell for eternity. They lay up advantage of by our subtle adversary.’
cheered and encouraged. Several persons were scbool, after sUting the particniars. aci(jBi <Th,
crisis in Syria.
Augusta, Ga., April 12, 1841.
found
under
deep
conviction
of
sin,
enquiring
what
goods only for a few years; hut the motives and
plan of supporting children at the Mission sehooli
‘We have a country, the inheritance of our
Yours, &c.,
Observer.
VISITATION OF BISHOP ELLIOTT.
they should do to be saved. Before the time ap is one which interests young persons and children
moral character of their business transactions will
fathers, finer, more fruitful, better situated for
The visit of Bishop Elliott to the parish of St. pointed for confirmation arrived, the rector had re and the very youngest of our scholars can compre
survive when life is unmeasured by the flight of
bend the advantages of it. Arrangements are non
The Primitive Doctrine of Election: or a histori commerce, than many of the most celebrated Paul’s, Augusta, has been held with great delight
years. Though riches take to themselves wings
Environed by the by the congregation. For the three first days of ceived the names of twelve persons as candidates for making among some of our scholars for the suppor'
cal inquiry into the ideality and causation of Scrip portions of'the globe.
and fly away, they heap treasures together for eter
Week, the church had been open for divine this rite; all of them gave satisfactory evidence of of one or two more children at your station, and i
tural Election, as received and maintained in the deep-delled Taurus, the lively shores of the Passion
service in the morning, and the services well atten the inward and spiritual grace required. This shows is to be hoped that this plan may be extended amon|
nity—treasures either of indignation and wrath,
^Primitive Church of Christ. By G. S. Faber, B. Euphrates, the lofty steppes of Arabia, and ded by the congregation, who seemed fully to ap
clearly the importance and the benefit to the church other Sunday schools, so that a large aggregal
tribulation and anguish; or treasures of glory, hon
D. First American edition. New York: 1840.
of rocky Sinai, our country extends along the preciate the delightful provision which the church and to individuals, of an occasional visit from their amount may accrue to all our Foreign Missions fror
or and peace, according as they have bought and
this source.’ The examples thus given, and man
made, in that season, for the spiritual improve
Continued from our l&«t.
shores of the Mediterranean, crowned by the has
ment and edification of her members. After the chief shepherd. When 1 sat down to write, I in more might be added, are commended to the mor
sold ‘as unto the Lord, or unto man.’
That some doctrine of election is taught in scrip towering cedars of Lebanon, the source of Bishop’s arrival, on Wednesday, the evening service tended to speak only of the late visit of our devoted extensive consideration of those who desire that Ih
They who lice in indolence or pleasure, sow for
ture, no readers of the holy volume can doubt. But a hundred rivulets and brooks, which spread was added to that of the morning, for the remainder Bishop to this parish. It was one of great pleasure youth in Sunday schools should early engage in hat
eternity; and they will reap a harvest of thorns and
as to the definite nature of this election great dis fruitfulness over shady dales, and confer of the week, being held at night, for the greater ac and profit to us all. He was not able to labor with its of benevolence and self denial, and realize thi
the gospel which is taught them is of sufficient vain
briers that will teach them that their lives were mad
commodation of a large portion of the congregation,
putes have existed and do exist. Three several wealth on the contented inhabitants. A glo whose necessary business engagements almost pre us in the pulpit as much as he and we had expected. to be communicated to others destitute of its bid
ness. Eternity will be a retrospect of time, and it
schemes of exposition have been advanced and main rious land! situate at the farthest extremity vent their attendance in the day time. The regu His indisposition however, detained him with us sings.
will then be seen whether there is satisfaction in re
tained. I. That of the Arminians,—‘The election of the sea, which connects three quarters of lar evening service, however, was strictly used. On longer than was expected, and consequently we
viewing the past. It will be seen whether our pur
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BOARD, JUNE SIXTEEHT1
the morning of Good Friday, the Bishop’s discourse,
of certain individuals out of the great mass of man the globe, over which the Phoenicians, our from
the words, ‘It is finished,’ was a most masterly were the gainers. It is a great privilege to have the
suits here sprung from and engendered appetites
The Rev. A. IT. Vinton, rector of Grace Chore
kind, directly and immediately to eternal life; and the brethren, sent their numerous fleets to the exhibition of ‘the agony and bloody sweat, and the company and hear the conversation of one who Providence, is the substitute for the preacher of tl
that eternity can gratify. The predominant desire
cross and passion’ of the gracious Redeemer of man
moving cause, God's eternal prevision of the future,
shores of Albion, and the rich coasts of Li- kind, embodying a series of most pathetic and over seems to live in so holy an atmosphere. O what a Annual Sermon—the Rt. Rev. Dr. Elliott.
and relish here, will be the predominant passion
persevering holiness, and consequent moral fitness of
thunania, near to both the Red Sea and Per powering appeals to Christian sensibility, in strains blessing to the church in Ohio, to have so holy a CHURCH OF ENGLAND MISSION AT JERI
there; but there w ill be no revel, no song, no dancp,
the individuals themselves,* who thence have licen thus
of chaste, but lofty and thrilling eloquence. On man for her Bishop. No one can be long in his
no stage, no samptuous living there; no, not a drop
SALEM.
elected.’ II. That of the Nationalists,—‘The election sian Gulf; the perpetual courses of the traffic Easter Sunday, notwithstanding the rain which had
of pleasure, so called, will there be found to cool the of certain whole nations into the pale of the visible of the world, on the way from Persia and set in the night previous-descended in torrents, a company without feeling its influence.
History of the Mission.—So long ago as t
The Bishop reached Piqua on Tuesday afternoon,
parched tongue.
early part of the year 1835, the importance of n
Church Catholic; ivhich election, however, relates India, to the Caspian and Black Sea; the cen large congregation was gathered in the morning, and
The lawyer pleads and the judge decider for eternity. purely to their privileged condition in this world, ex tral country of the commerce between the the holy rite of confirmation was administered to a April 27th. Divine service preparatory to his visit king some more decided effort in behalf of t
class
of
18
candidates,
8
more
who
were
prepared,
the
next
day,
was
performed
that
night,
by
the
min

Arguments, and opinions, and decisions are rejected tending not to their collective eternal state in another east and west.
having been prevented by the state of the weather. ister of Trinity Church, Troy. Wednesday mor ancient people of God at Jerusalem, was dee]
in the court of appeals above. Il will there be seen world.’ And III. That of the Calvinists,—‘The,
‘Every country has its peculiarity; every This solemn and affecting ordinance was followed by ning, divine service was performed by the Rev. Mr. felt by many friends of the Society throughc
whether counsellors have pleaded when guilt is prov election of certain individuals, out of the great mass of people their own nature. Syria, with its ex an admirable address from the Bishop to the confirm
the country; and, in consequence of their i
ed; whether opinions have been given from interest mankind, directly and immediately to eternal life; while tensive surrounding plains unfavorable to reg ed. which must have sunk deep into their hearts, and Okill, during which the rector’s child was by bap gent and repeated representations, the Commitl
will doubtless be long and profitably remembered by tism received into membership with Christ by the
or honest conviction ; whether they have argued all other individuals arc cither passively lift, or actively ular cultivation, is a land of transit, of com them. The afternoon was devoted exclusively to
were induced to make an appeal upon this si
Bishop. The Bishop then received from Mr. Guion,
from false premises to a desired conclusion, or from doomed to a certainty of eternal death; and its moving munication, of caravans. No people on earth the administration of the holy communion: the Rev.
ject, which was warmly responded to and encoi
Dr. May, of the Diocese of Pennsylvania, reading the rector, eleven candidates for confirmation, and aged.
true premises to a false conclusion. And the judge cause is defined to be, God's unconditional and re
have lived so true to their calling from the the ante-communion, and the Bishop being assisted addressed them with all the tenderness and affection
A correspondence was immediately commt
will see and feel, when he is before the Judge of the spective will and pleasure, inherent in, and exercised in
first as we have done. We are a trading by the rector of the parish. Every churchman’s of a most loving father, and yet with all the solem ced with the Rev. J. Nicolayson, at Jerusale
stranger, the fatherless and the widow, whether he consequence of, his absolute and uncontrollable sove
heart
among
us
has
been
cheered
by
this
first
visit
people, born for the country where little food of our excellent Bishop, who seems in fine health nity and earnestness of an embassador for Christ. on the subject of the best means of realizi
has decided uprightly, or from prejudice, passion, or reignty.’
is necessary,and this is furnished by nature al and strength, and well fitted—and no one is more The twelfth candidate for confirmation was not. these intentions; but it was found that mt
partiality.
If one of these three schemes be truly the mind most spontaneously to the temperate inhah disposed—to ‘endure hardness’ in the great and ar She had been suddenly called, only two days before,
time was lost and little advancement made
The same truth is applicable to every calling, con of scripture, the others must be false. There can
duous work to which he has been called. They to enter the Church triumphant in Heaven. After
the formation of plans, owing to the want of
dition, station and action of life. ‘Life is a passage only be one truth on the same scriptural point. But itants, but not for the heavy soils of the ruder confidently trust that our Zion is at length about
to ‘arise and put on her beautiful garments,’ and confirmation, the Bishop entered the pulpit, and cal knowledge, the peculiar difficulties of
to eternity, and ought to be a meditation of eternity, how is it to be decided which is true? Each polem north.
‘In no country on the earth are our breth ‘lengthen her cords and strengthen her stakes’ over kept a crowded congregation in breathless silence country, and the very great uncertainty of c<
and a preparalionjbr eternity.’
ic appeals, in confirmation of his own opinion, to
an extensive region, where her pure and edifying for nearly one hour. His sermon was the most per munication at that period, between Jerusal
ren
so numerous as in Syria; in none do they services
‘Love God, love truth, love virtue, and be happy;
the words of the Bible. The subject, therefore re
have, asyet, been almost entirely unknown. fect specimen of gospel preaching I have ever heard. and this country.
live
in
as
dense
masses,
so
independent
of
the
E. E. F.
_______ ____ The terms on which
solves itself merely into a question of interpretation.
In the evening the church was again filled to over
On the 12th of April, 1536, a resolution i
True peace was given to man, unchang’d as God,
But each party claims its own interpretation as cor surrounding inhabitants; in none do they
flowing. The Bishop was so seriously indisposed as adopted (as stated in the twenty-eighth Repo
persevere
so
steadfastly
in
their
faith
m
the
Cheering
visit
of
Bishop
Kemper.
—
The
Missionary
Who, in his own essential nature, binds
rect. ‘In every case, then, fhe proof of scriptural
of this State Rev. W. Mitchell says, I bad almost to be unable to leave his room, and the word was inviting Mr. Nicolayson to come over to Engl;
Eternally to virtue happiness,
correctness must finally be resolved into the mere self- promise of their fathers, as on the beautiful come to the conclusion tliat it is my duty to aban preached b}’ Mr. Okill. On Friday evening, the as soon as possible to confer with the Commitl
Nor lets them part through all his universe.’
satisfied private judgment of each conflicting reli shores of the Orontes. In Damascus alone don the missionary field, and seek to supply the Bishop had so far regained his health, as to be able and to take measures with them for the acc<
wants of my family in some other way. But the to proceed in the packet, to fill his appointment in plishment of the proposed plan. Mr, Nico!
gionist; and such a collection of mutually warring live near 00,000.
‘The Arab has maintained his language Bishop has visited us—and has encouraged me to Dayton on the following Sunday. He has our son arrived in England in the month of Novi
proofs, like the negative and positive quantilies in
organize a parish and build a church on a lot dona
!
THE NIGER EXPEDITION.
algebra, will but serve mutually to destroy one anoth and his original country, on the Nile, in the ted to us—and promises us aid in its erection. To prayers that God would grant him in health and her, and after several personal conferences v
er.
’
Oor
author,
therefore,
demands
some
proof,
deserts,
as
far
as
Sinai,
and
beyond
the
Jor

urge this matter, he visited with me a great number prosperity long to live, and finally after this life to him, the Committee communicated the result
From a recent number of the African Repository,
we learn that the vessels designed to carry into op much more tangible and much more satisfactory than dan, he feeds his flocks. In the elevated of families; nearly all appear disposed to help us a obtain everlasting joy and felicity, through Jesus a statement which was distributed amongst
little. The Bishop promises us books for a Sunday
eration Mr. Buxton's plan for colonizing the interi a self-destroying claim of the right to exercise an plains of Asia Minor the Turkoman has con school, and a good supply also of Prayer Books. 1 Christ our Lord.
G.
friends of the Society, and published in the <Ji
or of Africa, have not yet sailed. Some jealousy on isolated private judgment in the matter of scriptu quered for himself a second country, the purpose, if my health permit it, to organize a Sun
ish Intelligencer’ for January, 1837.
the part of British merchants has been manifested: ral exposition. And in answer to the question,— birth-place' of the Osman; but Syria and day school, and ascertain whatare our future pros
FOREIGN RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Mr. Nicolayson continued several month,
[From the Spirit of Missions for May.]
and ol hers have asked if Great Britain has not as ‘ Where are we to seek this proof? answers, ‘In the Palestine are depopulated. For centuries the pects among the rising generation.
England,
assisting the Committee in the for
By the blessing of God, myself and family have
MARDIN.---- APPOINTMENT OF DR. CAMPBELL.
much territory already, as she can well control. yet existing documents of primitive antiquity.’ If any battle-field between the sons of Altai and of been restored to our usual health. 1 have great rea
tion of their plans, and efforts were made to
This
appointment
(see
Proceedings,
p.
150)
will
The valley of the river Niger is supposed to con one of the schemes be true, we must expect to find the Arabian wilderness, the inhabitants of the son to be thankful that my health has been contin cheer the hearts ol those who have watched with in tain the services of a suitable architect to
tain about seventy millions of inhabitants, and it is it distinguished and familiarly employed in the doc West and the half nomadic Persians, none ued. My services have been better attended than I terest the indications of God's gracious dealings to company him to Palestine, and to undertake
feared they would. There are nine fainilies,friendsof
well known, that they are turbulent and warlike. uments of the early Church Catholic. ‘The primi have been able to establish themselves and the Church, and connected with it, in this station, wards the Syrian Church. Dr. Campbell is prepar superintendence of the contemplated buildii
ing to depart in a few weeks for Constantinople, In this, however the Committee were unsucc
England will probably find that these teeming thous tive Christians must have annexed some ideas to the
maintain their nationality; no nation can claim and from five to six who may be well-wishers to our thence to join Mr. Southgate in the autumn at. Mar
cause, and who occasionally attend our service, and din. As he comes from the English Church, un fill, and Mr. Nicolayson was induced by then
ands are riot so easily held in colonial bondage as her scriptural terms Election and Predestination; and
when wc recollect, that by the necessity of chronol the name of Syrian. A chaotic mixture of all a few young men.—Spirit of Misions.
Eastern suhjectsjin India.
known as yet in our communion, it is gratifying to yield a rcluctanf consent, under a conviction
the tribes and tongues, remnants of migra
learn that Dr. C. brings with him the most ample the’ unavoidable necessity of the case, to t
We find that great anxiety is felt by some of the ogy they received their doctrinal instruction either
tions from the north and south, they disturb
Changes.—The Rev, A. G. Baldwin has removed testimonials. He received a medical education at this arduous responsibility upon himself,
old and tried of our own colonies in the western quite immediately, or very closvly mediately from
Edinburgh and Paris, and has practiced with much proper person could be found to relieve him fi
to Auburn.
coast of Africa, at the prospect of a possible acqu- the apostles themselves: it is difficult to beheye that one another in the possession of the glorious
The Rev, Seth Davis has relinquished his charge success at Brookville, U. C., for more than six years
land,
where
our
fathers
for
so
many
centuries
silion by the British, of the territory intervening I they could have universally annexed to them any
as missionary at Ritchfield and Bridgewater, and ac- past. Having resolved latterly to devote himself to it.
The President having been requested to n
between our settlements, viz. Monrovia and its J other ideas than (hose which were annexed to them emptied the cup of joy and woe, where every aceptcd a call to the rectorship of Christ Church, the Christian ministry, bis attention has been turned

But the staple can never be destroyed, short neighboring villages; Bassa, and its interior im
of a convulsion which shall make America no provements, Sinon and New Maryland or Cape
Palmas! Bassa is distant about two hundred miles
longer to be America.
We hope and fervently pray that America from Sinon: and Sinon, as far from Cape Palmas.
may be reserved to prove to the world that our Now if British establishments should be made on
holy religion can be sustained by its own this entervening territory, it is probable they would
intrensic divine virtue, without the support of prove the occasion of unpleasant collisions- So
a State Establishment—and that protcstant many temptations to these, would be presented in
sectarianisin is so pernicious that a return to the
. various modes of barter and trade with the nathe primitive model of the Church Catholic,: ‘J.™’’. f™ n"“ P'“
wo“la,be
vent trouble. It is clearly ascertained that the
long before it became Roman, is the only i
British scheme contemplates entering Africa at a
strength, glory, and safely of the Redeemer’s number of points, and it is highly probable the at

She (Spiscapa! ©bserver.

$1)6 Ukstem tPptsropal ©teenier.
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St. Tlary’s Hall.
an application to His Majesty’s Government to missionary also brought to light the appalling Interesting Relic.—The Connecticut Historical So- Receipts for the Western Episcopal Observer,
received,through the efforts of Simeon Hart,
NEW iftfc PRI.NTI.Ne flfft&L CREN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW ’VasaST
send out instructions to the British Resident at sufferings of the Jews. A plan for establish- cietyhas
Since atpcfl 24, 1841.
esq., of Farmington, a donation from Mrs Ledyard,
THE BISHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON.
the Egyptian Court, to make an official applica ieg an hospital for tire sick Jews at Jerusalem residing in New Jersey, the Vest which was worn j
& IBo
Paid to Nj. VoL Atruntn
HE summer term of this institution will com
tion to the Pasha of Egypt, in behalf of the So* was in consequence presented to the Commit
HAVING OPENED AN OCTICE IN
mence on the first day of May next. The
Dr. Threlkeld,
Cincinnati, O.
52, XI, $2 50
ciety, for leave to erect and hold possession of a tee, and, with their sanction and concurrence, by a British officer at the taking of Fort Griswold, | S. P. Chase,
charges per term of five months for boarding, lodg
«
(1
JEtogers’ JStcto, jJoutffi”5Ltrcet, KEest ot J<XsIn
52,
XI,
2
50
church and suitable mission premises at Jerusa an appeal was made for this object, and sev
ing, fuel, use cf bed and bedding, and towels, all
<«
<4
j Wm. Disney,
in
full,
87
j
English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal
lem; the most ready attention was given to this
he surrendered up the command of the fort. The
M PREPARED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER ALL DESCRIPTIONS Or
eral liberal contributions were received.
“
“
mody, ere $106.
52, XI, 2 50
application, and 3 dispatch immediately address
vest exhibits the cuts made by the swords. Mrs J Jos. McCandless,
Concluded next week.
<<
<(
Book
and
Job
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen.
52, XI, 2 50
Ledyard was the daughierin-law of Col. Ledyard, John Skinner,
ed by Lord Palmerston to Colonel Campbell,
Music with use of piano $15. French $7 50
«
<<
! D. Vanmeter,
52, XI, 2 50
British Consul-General and Agent in Egypt, di
Drawing
$8 per quarter.
it
44
52, XI, 2 50 in a neat style, with accuracy and expedition.
At the suggestion of several friends of the insti
recting him to apply in the name of his Britan TOPICS OF THE TIMES. well as of the conduct of those who deem it neces ' D. A. James,
it
it
Ail order, thankfully rte.ivid.
tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres
52, XI, 1 00
nic Majesty’s Government for the permission re
sary to resort to such cold blooded acts of vengence ; Mr. Gooch,
sion of the country the following propositions ar»
Canfield,
u
52, XI, 2 50
SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1841.
to subdue a people, defending their inalienable rights 1 C. Beardsley,
JPictural Illustrations of the Bible,
quired by the Society. Lord Palmerston likewise
made—I. A deduction often per cent will be made
tt
n . 52, XI, 2 50
and liberties.—Hartford Courant.
i Miss O. Landon,
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND.
directed the President to be informed that he had
on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the
HE
undersigned
hat
received
a
lot
from
the
pub

form
anti
pressure
of
tl)c
Cirat
i
A.
Cunningham,
Steubenville,
u
52,
XI,
2
50
third year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent
sent our instructions to the Ambassador at Con
lisher
—
New-York,
and
would
respectfully
in

Cammercs of Egypt —We see it stated that during Miss J. Castner, Richmond, <c
years.
52, XI, 2 50
stantinople to support the views of the Society in
vite the public and the Christian community espe2.

the year 1840, the entries of vessels at Alexandria Rich. Robinson, Louisville, Ky. Prexn the Corretpondence of the Cincinnati Chronicle.
To those who send pupils for three or more
52, XI, 2 50 cially to call and examineit at his Periodical Agency- years
case of any difficulty arising from that quarter.
amounted to 686, and the clearances 615; of these
leaving the time of their attendance to the sev
Niw-York, May 7, 1841.
<<
»<
Mr.
Talbot,
52,
XI,
2
50
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the
there were English entered 90; Greek entered 287,
In another point, which at first presented some
The steam ship Britxania arrived at Boston on
it
it
52, XI, 2 50 he has it for sale. They are highly recommended Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including
difficulty, namely, the choice of a suitable cler Wednesday at 2 o’clock, bringing dates 12 days la cleared 229: Russia entered 11, cleared 11; Sardi S. Gwathney,
it
ii
nia entered 22, cleared 22; Tuscan entered 21, Miss M. Brown,
52, XI, 2 50 by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, as washing amounting as the several items do to about
gyman to be at the head of the mission, and to ter; and her intelligence was received here this cleared 19; Flag of Jerusalem entered 103, cleared
worthy the particular attention of the public.
$180,) will be $150.
.
<<
A.
Gray,
52, XI, 2 50
May 8.
C. TOBEY, Agent.
lake charge of the proposed church, the Commit morning. She brings the important news of the 98. Coasters from Syria, Asia Minor and Barbary,
3. When three or more daughters of one family
a
a
final adjustment of the difficulties with the Chinese. under the Turkish or Egyptian flag, are not com Mr. Fletcher,
52,
XI,
2
50
are
educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per
tee had to acknowledge the kindness of the Lord This was not brought about until the British had
To
Fa
rents.
W. Alexander, Brandenburg,•“
52, XI, 2 50
cent will be made on all their bills.
Bishop of London, who, on application, immedi stormed and destroyed two of the forts at the pas prised in the above return.
E
second
half
session
of
the
subscriber's
Is it possible that not one vessel with ‘stars and
4. When more than five and less than ten pu
ately consented to admit Mr. Nicolayson to Epis sage of" the Bogue, sunk the war-junks, and bombar stripes’ at her peak, has visited Alexandria during
chool commenced on Monday, 26th ult. pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif
NOTICE^
ded
the
batteries
higher
up
the
river.
The
Governor
Instruction
will
be
given
in
Greek,
Latin,
French,
copal orders, and thus fully to qualify him for
the past year?—Boston Journal.
OCTOR DRAKE wishes to inform those who Mathematics, and the usual branches of an English teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when
of Canton then sent for a cessation of hostilities—
the number is more than ten, a deduction ol twenty
holding a situation for which his long experience and the following is the purport of the terms agreed
may desire to communicate with him profes Education.
Petrified Trees in Texas.—A Texas paper gives
and the confidence of the Committee marked him upon:
sionally or otherwise, that he will not return toThe number of pupils will be limited, and those per cent.
One hundred dollars must be paid nt ihe be
1. The cession of the island and harbor of Hong an account of petrified trees which are found in some Louisville till the commencement of the Medical intended for any of the Eastern Colleges, will have
out as the most suitable person.
parts of that country. They are to be seen scatter Lectures, the first of November, till when he may opportunity of persuing a course of study, strictly ginning of every term; and all money for the Uz«
to the British Crown.
The Committee were earnestly desirous to pre kong
of
the pupils must be left with the Principal. No biffs
2. An indemnity to the British Government of ed in huge logs or blocks, or in small detached mass be found at the house of his son-in-law, Alexander H. preparatory for those institutions.
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the
pare the minds of the contributors to expect $6,000,000, one million payable at once and the re es over a large extent of surface, generally at the .McGuffey, Third st, oposite the Bazaar.
For particulars, apply to the subsciber at his term bills are not paid within ten days after the close
distance of eighty or a hundred miles from the coast.
May 8.
considerable difficulties, at the same time that they mainder in equal annual instalments.
school room, Sixth street, (southside) between Vine of any term, a draft will be drawn and the expenses
3. Direct official intercourse between the countries One of the largest of these specimens is said to be
and Walnut.
were fully determined to use every’ exertion in
IVES & SHAW,
charged.
seven
feet
in
diamiter.
It
is
completely
silicified
an equal footing.
£. SMITH BROOKS
carrying out their plans. They were encouraged upon
Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain, Principal
MERCERS AND TAILORS,
4. The trade of the port of Canton to be opened throught, and is so hard that the chips readily
references
.
teacher and Head of the family, St Mary's Hall.
to proceed by a considerable increase of contri and to be carried on at Whampoa till further ar strike fire with steel. The fibres of the wood are so
No. 11, West Third Street.
Burlington, N. J.
Judge Este,
S. W. Pomeroy, Esq.
distinct, lhat the rings dehoting its annual growth
butions and by a deep and general expression of rangements are practicable.
4 N assortment of fashionable Cloths, CassiRev. H. V. D. Johns, N. Longworth, Esq.
The general feeling among the English merchants may be distinguished. All the specimens that have
To
the friends of Christian Education in the Church.
interest, not only' in this but in other countries.
meres and Vestings constantly on hand.
Rev. C. Colton,
E. D. Mansfield, Esq.
with reference to this treaty ia one of dissatisfac been found belong to one species of tree—probably
Mr. Nicolayson was ordained Deacon by the tion.
May 15..... 6m
St.
Mary’s Hall is just completing its fourth year.
H.
Starr,
Esq.
different
from
any
now
existing
on
the
globe.
It
The East India China Association had held a
The undersigned, having originated the enterprise
Archbishop of Canterbury on the 14th March, meeting and drawn up a letter, which was signed by resembles the pine more than other trees.
May 1st, 1841.
Frotcstant Episcopal Bepasitory,
and taken a constant share in its prosecution, ha9
In many parts of the West, particularly in Ken
1837, and Priest by the Bishop of London on the all the heads of the houses engaged in the China
AND MISCELLANEOUS BOOKSTORE.
thus far borne no public testimony to the working of
IP
A 2 ST » 2 SJ ® o
following Trinity Sunday. He took leave of the trade in Liverpool, to Viscount Palmerston, expres tucky, petrifications may be seen at every step.
the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in his ‘Ap
They are not in such large masses as those spoken
THE subscriber has opened a Book and Station
Committee on the 13th June, and soon after sail sing their dissatisfaction at the arrangement.
peal to Parents, for Female Education on Christian
MORIIIIX & TBE2VJEK,
ery Store, in Rogers’ Row, West Fourth St.,
Nothing has been heard of the sleam-ship President. of above—but mostly consist of shells imbedded in
ed from Liverpool, with full authority to proceed You recollect that all hope of her having put in to stone, witli twigs and other ligneous particles. The (one door west of Dr. Rogers’ office,) Cincinnati, Sign, flonse & Ornamental Painters, and Glaziers. Principles.’ It was then his expectation that at
least four years would be required for the develope•with the work, and to engage such confidential Fayal for a supply of fuel was destroyed by a vessel manner in which these formations took place is a where he intends keeping for sale all the standard
"MIE attention of merchants and others is res ment of the principles of the institution, ar;d matur
and subordinate agents and workmen as were ne direct from that port. Very little ground can be matter of speculation. The existence of marine ond other works connected with the Protestant Epis
pectfully invited to their beautiful style of ing and settling its plans. He considers that this
shells so far in the interior is the strangest part of copal Church, including Sunday. School Books,
cessary, to act under his direction. In conform seen for doubting that she has perished on her ocean the phenomenon.
Tracts, &c., together with a general assortment Signs, which they are prepared to furnish at short isjiow fully done: and he therefoie feels that it is
way. The rate of insuiance on her at Liverpool is
notice
and on better terms than can be had at any his duty to declare, to all whom it may concern, Ilia
ity with the instructions which he had received, 80 per cent. The ordinary rate is 5.
of works in theology, history, biography, the arts
other shop in the city.
entire satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad
and
sciences,
&c.
&c.
;
also,
School
Books
and
Sta

Mr. Nicolayson took the earliest opportunity of
The British Parliament has adjourned for a fort
On Sunday, April 18, in St. George’s Church,
Particular attention paid to repainting gentlemen’s ministration of St. Mary’s Hall; and his conviction
New York, Bishop B. T. Onderdonk admitted the tionery—all of which will be sold at the lowest caslr residences with neatness and dispatch.
proceeding to Alexandria to confer with the Con night.
that it deserves the full confidence and the liberal
T. R. RAYMOND.
France is tranquil. A discussion of the affairs of Rev. Benjamin S. Huntingdon, Deacon, to Priest’s prices.
For sale, Mixed Paints, Glass, Putty, Varnish, patronage of the friends of Christian Education in
sul-General, Colonel Campbell, and in a letter da
May 15, 1841.
the East was declined by the Ministry until the orders.
Turpentine, Oil, &c.
the Church. Itistosuch that the appeal has al
ted August 13, 1837, he communicated the result pending negotiations between all the great Powers
Shop on West Fourth Street, hetweein Main and ways been made, and is now; St. Mary’s Hall hav
Books nt Philadelphia Prices.
of his interview. Various difficulties occured, shall have been concluded.
Walnut,three
doors
east
of
St.
Paul
’
s
Church.
ing been founded and unformily conducted os a
©bftuarB.
UST received, at the new Bookstore on FoyAh
Com. Napier has returned to England.
which were successively communicated to the
Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841.
7.3m
Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected
Street, a few doors west of Main, a variety of
On Sunday morning last, between one and two
Committee, together with Mr. Nicolayson’s sug
on account of their religious profession. All ara
theological and miscellaneous books, among which
RS. WOOD will give instructions in land- Welcome. And a large number of its inmates have
Emigration to America.—Letters from Europe o’clock, departed this life, Mrs., relict of the late are the following, which will be sold at the publish
gestions as to the best mode of effecting the de
_ seape, figure, and miniature drawing, and always been of such as did not profess and call them
announce an immense emigration of persons from
sired’object; and up to the period of the annual Europe the ensuing spring and summer. Great pre Capt. Wilson Nixon, of Whitehaven, England, in ers prices in Philadelphia;
will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth selves Churchmen. But its training and its tenden
Blunt’s Lectures on the Life cf Christ,—price $1 25 street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few of
meeting on the 14th of May, 1838, it had not parations are making in Germany—Holland; whole the 85th year of her age.
j oti. her paintings may be seen at the Exhibition of the cies have always been and will always be in accord
do.
do.
do.
St. Paul,
Probably the result of numerous trials, during her
been possible to take any decided step.
It had communities holding meetings preparatory to setting
ance with the doctrine, discipline, and worship of
do.
do.
do.
St. Peter,
»1 00 Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office*
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under
the
direction
of
intelligent
persons,
select

long
and
useful
life,
secretly
operating
upon
a
mind
the Protestant Episcopal Chnrch: and it is matter of
been ascertained that, owing to some peculiari
do.
do.
Elisha,
do.
75
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
ed to direct the efforts of these emigrants after they particularly vigorous and active;—for three or four
devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from,
do. Hist, of the 7 Churches of Asia, 75
do.
ties in the Turkish law, the views of the Com arrive here. Considerable purchases have been
within its walls many have gone out, to carry with
Sermons,
do.
75
mittee could not be carried into effect in the man made in Delaware and Ulster counties, in this State, years previously to the close of her earthly scene,
a card.
them the principles which were here imbibed or con
Ancient Christianity & doctrines ofOxfordTcts. 1 25
she
was
subject
to
an
aberration
of
intellect
;
and
With
a
view
to
introduce
to
the
inhabitants
of
on
account
of
French
agriculturist.
Many
settle

ner first contemplated; although nothing whatev
Church Dictionary, enlarged edition,
1 37 Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the firmed: and, ‘adorning in all things the doctrines of
ments
of
Scotch
farmers
have
been
made
in
Dela

was a prey to apprehensions which, although they Table of the Lord,
er had occurred to discourage them in the general
78 above, I beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh God our Saviour,’ to prmote, we trust, in the sta
ware county with great success. The emigrants
75 ter of Wm. Daniell, Royal Academician of London, tions in which Providence shall place them the
prosecution of their design, or to lessen their begin to find they can do better on farms in this related to temporary concerns, were harassing to Bickersteith's Harmony of the Four Gospels,
do.
Treatise bn Prayer,
50 favorably known to artists as one ofthe most accom same, sacred influence in others
hopes of its ultimute accomplishment at no dis State, than in the far west, both as to profit and herself and distressing to her friends.
In conclusion, the undersigned, with the very best
Jackson
on
Baptism;
62
plished painters of England. Parents desirous of possible opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and
tant period. Mr. Nicolayson wras eventually in health, besides affording them an opportunity of see It pleased her divine Master, liovVever,graciously to Life and Opinions of Rev. Dr. Milne,
50
having their daughters instructed iii the beautiful art
structed to obtain and secure by the most satis ing their relations and friends twice a year, without grant, that, as her physical strength declined, her Henry’s Communicant’s Companion,
50 of landscape and figure drawing may here have an without any qualification, recommends St. Mary’s
the labor, risk and expense of traveling two thou
50 opportunity seldom to be met with. Having seen Hall to ell who desire a place for the education of
factory tenure which the condition and the exis sand miles. This is one of the early results of the tranquillity, and intervals of sanity should increase; Christ to return,
60 Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and received instructions their daughters:
ting laws of the country permitted, such buildings policy of making the Erie railroad.—New York and that those devotional feelings, ardent aspirations Common Prayer, morocco,
1. As a healthy and delightful residence, and a
do. sheep,
30 and 25 irom her in a member of my own family, 1 can bear
after immortality, and steadfast hopes of heaven, TIookdo.
with ground adjacent, as might serve for the tem Times.
’s Family Prayers,
37 testimony to her faithful as well as eminently skil safe asylum.
2.
As a domestic institution, another home, in
which had accompanied her through her chequered Year Book, or Manual of Every t)ay Reference, 1 50
porary residence of the missionaries, and enable
ful exertions for her pupils.
Steam Frigate Mississippi.—We find in the Phila
which pupils and teachers live togethet as one
them to open and fit up a chapel immediately for delphia Gazette a description of the national Steam life and sustained her under disappointments and af Flora’s Lexicon, extra gilt, 4 colored plates, J 50
HmnrY V. D. Johns.
family.
84
divine service, and in future admit of such alter Frigate, now building at the Navy Yard in that city. fliction, should be present at the last, to contribute American Common-Place Book of Poetry,
Cincinnati, April 8, 1841.
3. As a Seminary of sound and thorough instruc
Women
of
England,
by
Mrs.
Ellis,
75
ations and improvements ns fully to carry into ef Her dimensions are: length 218 feet, breadth 40 feet, comfort and consolation in the hour of need. Her Thompson’s Seasons,
Reference may also be made to the
tion in all the usual branches of useful and elegant
62
depth
34
1-2
feet,
mean
immersion
18
1-2
feet,
and
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvainE, D. D.
learning.
fect the intentions of the Committee. They at
last long breath was expired without a pang, a stiugMay 15.
T. R. RAYMOND.
her tonnage about 20,000 tons. The cylinder of her
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and
the same time determined to increase the number engines are each 75 inches diameter and 7 feet gle, or a groan; and she finished her earthly proba
Rev. J. T. Brooke.
Choice Bellj'ioiis Books.
Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily wor
of laborers in the mission, and lost no time in stroke. Her paddle wheels 30 feet diameter. She tion in the ‘faith, fear and love’ of her Creator and
ship,
and instruction in sacred thingift and in wh\$b
OR sale at the Episcopal Bookstore, on West
I. 71. BISSELL,
the knowledge of salvation, through faith whir^ i»
carrying this into effect. Two assistants were will have 4 Copper boilders, with stowage for 800 Redeemer,—exhibiting in her final hour, which was
Fourth Street, tiie following, among other val
in Christ Jesus, is held and taught to be the most
uable works:
EXCHANGE BROKER,
sent out in the beginning of the year 1838, arid tons of coal. The paddle wheels will be the divided truly and eminently ‘peace,’ how short is the dis
split paddles generally used in American vessels.
desirable knowledge, and growth in grace, t’.irough.
Bishop Mcllvaine’s Oxford Divinity, Select Fam
two more in the autumn of the same year; all of The boilers are tested to a pressure of 30 lbs. per tance from the bed of death to the realms of eternal
West Third Street,
sanctification of the Spirit, the great end of human
ily and Parish Sermons (2 vols.), Melvill’s do. (2
them of the house of Israel.
square inch above the atmosphere, and intended to joy.
life.
Feb. 1841.
©fnrfnnatf, ©hfo.
vols.), Tyng's do., Blunt’s do.; Chapman’s do. on
be
Worked
to
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not
exceeding
15
lbs.
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G. <V. DO/4yE„
Great,
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the
comfort
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affec

A sum of money, sufficient for the pur
the Church, Memoirs of Bishop White, Bishop HopEpiscopal Female Seminary,
vessels will be rigged and fitted as a frigate, and
Bishop of Ne tt! Jersey.
chase of a printing press and fount of He armed with 10 guns—two 10-inch long guns, and tionate family, in feeling that she, who with tender kin's Writings, Henstenberg’s Christology (3 vols.),
Granville, Ohio.
Riverside, Feb. 8, 1841.—5w.
and Plagianism, Family Religion, Sla
•olicitude had watched over their pillow in their Augustiuism
brew types, and also for sending out a large eight 42 pounderh.
ter’s Original Draught of the Primitive Church,
MANSFIELD FRENCH, Principal.
For Sunday Schools.
sickness and sorrow, and provided through life,unre Henshaw’s Communicant’s Guide, Life und Opin
supply of the Hebrew Scriptures for distri
REV. ALVAll SANFORD, Chaplain.
Exploring Expedition.—By the arrival of the ship mittingly, for their welfare,—that she, for whose con ions of Dr. Milne, Theology for the People, Faber
A LITURGY; or Manual of fjnNDXY School
N this Institution, instruction is given in all the
bution in Palestine, had before this already
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been presented by one benevolent individual;
and the Bishop of London signified his aproval of the plans of the Committee, with ref
erence to the Church and Mission at Jerusa
lem, by a donation of 10/. to this special
object.
It was not until nearly the close of the
year 1838, that the Committee received the
long-expected information from Mr. Nicolay8011, that after many delays and difficulties he
had purchased two adjoining premises for the
sum of 530/. and 240/. respectively, amoun
ting, with the sum of 30/. for the expenses of
transfer,to the totalsum of 800/., and hat he had
been under the necessity of completing this
purchase in the name of Signor Ilohannes,
a respectable native, not having yet obtained
permission to purchase in his own name.
The Committee, in approving this meas
ure as the best that could be adopted under
the circumstances of the ease, transmitted
their approval to Mr. Nicolayson.
The premises thus purchased, are situated
on Mount Zion, exactly opposite the castle of
David, near the gate of Jaffa, and on the
very confines of the Jewish quarters. Its
dimensions are sufficient for the erection of
a church, and the requsite dwelling-houses for
four missionary families. •
Mr. Nicolayson was authorized by a fur
ther grant of money to proceed with the
purchase of building materials, and was di
rected to use every means in his power to ob
tain permissiom to transfer the purchase to
Lis own name to be held by him in trust for
the society.
Until the church could be erected, a small
room was set apart for a chapel, in which, on
the 22d July, 1838, daily service was com
menced in Hebrew, and on the Lord’s day'
also in English, Arabic and German. A
small congregation also began already to be
formed, not only of the members of the Mis
sion, but of converts on the spot, besides
candidates for baptism. After the arrival of
Messers. Picrtitz and Levi, discussions with
the Jews took place daily in the lodgings of
the missionaries as well as of the Jews, and
«ven in the synagogues, and excited a general
interest.
In the month of December, 1838, Mr.
Gerstmann, who had been sent out as a med
ical missionary,arrived at Jerusalem,accompa
nied by Mr. Bergheim, as his assistant. (See
the 31st Report.)
The necessities of the
poor suffering Jews broke through every
festraint imposed upon them by the prohibi
tion of their Rabbies, and they came for the
belief which Mr. Gerstmann’s medical
knowledge enabled him to afford them. This
furnished the most ample employment for the
entire Mission, whom it. brought into daily
intercourse with the Jews.
And earnest
spirit of inquiry was promoted, and the whole
Jewish population was in a state of great
^citement.
But the arrival of a medical

!

LauSanne, we have dates from the Exploring Expepedition up to 2d of December, 1840. The Ex
ploring squadroii was to sail for the North West
coast,"to survey the islands in that latitude; and it
was expected they would return to theUnited States
in May, 1841. The death of Lieut. Henderson and
Midshipman Wilkes is spoken of as a great loss in
the Squadron, and they both are much lamented. A
funeral service was preached on board of the flag
ship Vincennes, by Chaplain Elliot.—Express;

Sunday Traveling.—Vie observe, from statements
published in the Albany Argus and other New York
papers, that notwithstanding the vast amount of
travel on the line of rail roads through that State,
the Sunday trains are run at a loss to the companies.
This is true of Other States, and illustrates an
important fact, that the observance of the Sabbath
is fast becoming a settled principle with our people.
Where inclination will not dictate such a course,
interest will soon induce a suspension of* the rail road
t ravel upon the Sabbath. And the sooner the better.
Humanity, and the physical structure of man, aside
from either morality or religion, prompts to an ob
servance of a Day of Rest. We would have no
laws enacted—no penalties enforced—to induce this
reform. The great law of property and public opin
ion, is the best law upon subjects of this kind; and we
doubt not public opinion will, ere long, sanction that
which every man s better judgment tells him is right
and proper.—Detroit Advertiser.

Florida.—A letter to the editors of the Baltimore
American, from a correspondent at Washington, un
der Saturday's date, says:—‘We have reason to hope
and believe, on the authority of an officer of high
standing in the Army, who very recently left Tampa
Bay, that the report'of the Indians who had come
into the port having deserted and returned with hos
tile intent to their fastnesses, is untrue, at all events
to anything like the extent stated, although the
grounds of hope of an immediate termination of hos
tilities may not be as conclusive as they may have
recently appeared. One of the principal chiefs
stated to have gone oft’ with the deserters, is known
to have set out, before the time specified, to bring
his clan.
‘With this long protracted and most perplexing
war, and other important byinches of his public du
ty, the new Secretary of War is said to be battling
with indomitable courage and industry—so much so
as to be often at work in his office until near mid
night. Truly such an office is no sinecure; com
pared with the incumbent, the working man on the
hour system may be called a gentleman at
large.’
-------History of the United Slates.—Mr. Jared Sparks,
the historian, returned from Europe in the Colum
bia, arrived at Boston last week. I his second visit
of Mr. Sparks to Europe, like the first, was under
taken for the purpose of making further researches
in public offices and libraries of 1* rance and Eng
land, connected with the history of the United
States. We learn that every facility was afforded
him in regard to the manuscripts in the British Mu
scum, and also in the Royal Libiary ot 1 rance.
The result has been a great acqusition of original
and authentic materials for the annalists ot our
country.

A Magni/Jcent Project—Four steam ships are to
be built forthwith in this port, to be employed in
navigating the Atlantic Ocean, and to be each
of the capacity of two thousand five hundred tons.
Persons who understand the plan, have no doubt
that in speed and every good quality, these ships will
be found quite superior to any ofthe vessels hitherto
employed in this service. The cost will be about
$3,000,000. The projectors of the plan proposed
to the late and present Administration to confer on
the Government the right to take these ships in case
of war, at a fair valuation, if only the Administra
tion would procure such a modification of the pres
ent post-office law, as to allow the owners to col
lect an inward postage on letters. The law now
requires all letters brought by vessels to be deposi
ted in the post-qffiQC at two cents each—Now York
Jour. Com,
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Devotion and Instruction. Adapted to Ca
branches of a thorough English education, in the
Languages, Instrumental and Vocal Music, and vapacities of Children. By Rev. I lenry Blackaller,
rious ornamental branches. It is furnished with well Rector of Trinity Church, Bridgf -water, Mass.
contents.
educated Female teachers; and also with a good as
Nature and Attributes of God. —The omnipresence
sortment of apparatus for illustrations in Chemistry,
of
God;
the
omniscience
of G c>d; the omnipetence
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy.
The department of Music is under the direction of of God; the justice of God; the holiness of God;
the truth of God; the wisdon t of God; the goodness
two gentlemen of very superior qualifications.
The Boarding House is under the care of Rev. of God; the mercy of God.
Works of God.—Creatie ,n; providence; redemp
Mr. Sanford and lady, assisted by the teachers. The
number of boarders is limited, and as there are no tion.
vacancies, at this time, those at a distance who wish
Institutions cf God.—T he church: (he sanctuary;
admission for their daughters or wards, must make the scriptures; the Lord'.'sday: the ministry; bap
application previous to sending them, stating their tism; confirmation; Lor d’s supper.
age and the probable time of their continuance. As
Doctrines, Privileges, and Duties of tire Christian.
vacancies occur, notice will be given to those who —Commandments: fal'i of man; reperitatice; faith;
can be received.
love: prayer; praise; 1 iope; joy.
Boarding iu good private families Will be provided
Christ.—Our prop net; our high priest; our king;
by tile Principal, for such as wish to enter the School our example.
and cannot be accommodated in the Boarding House.
Dispensation of G od.—Affliction; death; judgment;
All the pupils from abroad, bokfding in town, will he
held responsible oy the Principal for a proper obser eternity; heaven; l'.ell.
Fasts and Fcstievuls of the Church.—Christmas;
vance of such rules of conduct and study hours, out
of School, as may be deemed necessary, in each case Good Friday.- Lasher Day; Aseendkw Day, Whitsun
day;
Godhead, o.r Trinity Sunday.
to secure to them the full benefits of the School.
miscdlnnroiis Boohs.
Occasional Sttbjects.—End of the year; new year;
Young
ladies
will
be
received
into
the
Institution,
JST received, at the new cheap Bookstore, Rodeath of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday’
gei’s Row, West Fourth Street, a variety of at any time, but for no less time than half of a term. schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents,
of bills is required in advance.
miscellaneous books, among which are the following: Payment
There will be a short recess, terminating on the collects.
Southgate’s Tour, Court of Rome, Young Ladies' 12th day of April. The Summer Term, of‘2‘2 weeks,
EXPLANATION OF CONTENTS.
Companion, Common-Place Book of Poetry, Muse will close on the 21st day of July.
It has been the authors aim to give a crjnsr.cutivo
um of Religious Knowledge, Bacchus, Sequel to
Board in the Seminary, including washing, fuel, view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu
Three Experiments, German Selections, Floral Bi lights, room, furniture, and tuition in all the English tions of Christianity, and ol those of OUr church in
ography, Flora's Lexicon, Flower Garden, Scrip branclies, per term,
...
$65 00 particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of
ture Library, Opie’s Cure for Scandal, Women of
Tuition ot day scholars, do., ‘ 9 00 each Sabbath in the year was fayorable. His aim
England, Year Book, Thomson's Seasons, Wain
“ in Music on Piano and Guitar,each,do* 16 00 has been to state what he concei ?es to be the obvi
wright on Education, Jay on Marriage, Ac. Ac.
Painting in Oil Colors, 22 lessons,
5 00 ous sense of Scripture, while he- has endenvored in
May 15.
T. R. RAYMOND.
“
“ Transparent Blinds, do.,
6 00 consideration of their design a,,d ^"to give'them
“
“ Water Colors, do.,
4 00 all the interest he could by ’making them simple but
Kruniinaclicr’s Works.
Other ornamental branches, as well as the Lan
LYING Roll—Jacob and Solomon—Cornelius guages. are taught, for which there is an extra not puerile; illustrative, b’jt not low.
The limit assigned in e ach exhortation, as will be
the Centurion. For sale at the Episcopal charge.
perceived, admitted of ljtile mo,e tban a siniple cx.
Bookstore, by
T. R. RAYMOND,
The close of the April recess will be a favorable
May 15.
West Fourth St. time for entrance. Application for admission may position, illustration p,nd improvement of the sub
ject. a plan, disat vantageous in some respects, yet
be
made either to the Principal or Chaplain.
lavorable, as he Conceives., to the incipient developcEclectic School Books.
Granville,
March
18,
1841.
nrents of the r,lnd, by clearing the view of all ex
IHE Eclectic Series of School Books, for sale
_ at the new Bookstore, on West Fourth Street. Boarding and Bay School for Young Eadics. traneous mo jer, tlr^t especially which is piureiy
speculative.
q’be canticles take a peculiar form
Also, Bible Quadrupeds, Hieroglyphic Bible, The
CONDUCTED BY SIRS. GOOCH,
from the wish t.o commit the heart of the child ot
Western Primer, and a great varisty of otheY instruc
Walnut-Street, (near Fourih,) Cincinnati.
express,ons b>fore God, which, under the divine
tive and amusing toy books.
May 15.
T. R. RAYMOND.
HE course of instruction pursued in this esta Spmimip'.rt serve to impress more vividly, and se
blishment includes all the most important and cure mo re lastingly in the mind, the truth on each
JAMES BISHOP,
“ jahba\n declared. He has not restricted himself to
useful branches of female education, comprising the
Draper a u h Cat lor,
following studies: The English and French lap. ihe language of David, for wa of matter sufficien tly
Third st. one door west of the Hcnric House, Cincinnati, guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Comp osi. pertinent to his design, but he conceives that the
use of the ‘Te deum,’ and the ‘Bened’cite,’ in the
AS just received from New York a splendid as tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,P ffilos,. church services, supports him in the latitude he has
sortment of West of England Cloths, Cassi- ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Bel'.es- taken in their construction.
Lettres,
&c.
meres and Vestings of the latest and most fashiona

In making the canticle and subsequent prayer
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, xvit’j Landscape
ble style.
—also—
mutually refer to the truth stated in the exhortation
New York and Paris Spring and Summer Fashions, and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the dp:port’.nent, as well he designs that the association in the child’s mind
together with a gteat variety of other goods, consist
be, if pos ible, sufficiently striking to leave a
ing of Stocks, Suspenders, Handkerchiefs, Hosiery, as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the shall
comparatively clear conception of what it has been
NOTICE.
etc. All garments made in his establishment are Pupils.
Terms and further parti.aular<J m be known on taught.
At a meeting of the Vestry of Grace Church As warranted to fit, and made in the neatest and most
I i the prayers the author has desired to make use
personal application or oy letter.
sociation, Messrs. L. E. Brewster and Robert J. fashionable style, or no sale.
of the language of the Book of Common prayer,
References—
May 8. 2in.
Wharton were appointed to receive any donations
where he possibly could; wherein he has failed, he
Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Gambier has aimed at some humble imitation. Besides the
that may be made to Jhe Church or the Sunday
Tea.
Rev. C. Co’aon, D. D., ) r,. .
appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully sug
School connected therewith.
MPERIAL, Gunpowder and Young Hyson Teas,
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, \ Cincinnati.
gested to parenls whether it might not be used as
of superior quality, lor sale by
Sept. 8, 1840.
Mr. Brewster may be found at his office on West
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to
May8.
D.K.
CADY.
Third Street, and Mr. Wharton at the Mechanics’
some profit; especially on those Sabba.hs when the
A
C
ard
.
-Having
been
intimately
acquainted
with
children have been prevented by the weather, or any
Furnace*.
and Traders' Bank.
Mrs. Goo'.h for some time past, as an esteemed other cause from attending school.
FTVHREE sizes of cast-iron Furnaces, convenient mexnbeE
ROBT. J. WHARTON, Secretary.
of
my
church,
and
having
had
ample
opporThe above excellent work or Sunday Schools may
I for family use at this season of the year.
Cincinnati, May 12, 1841.
tuniUpg f,f observing her course as the head of a be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. W’HITING,
For sale by
D. K. CADY.
r e\nale Seminary. 1 can cordially recommend her Columbus, at $2, 75 per dozon or 31 j cents each.
aekkowekiksetiewt.
School, as one of the best 1 have ever met with.
Shaker Ware.
Rev. Mr. Lamon, Missionary at Evansville, Indi- I
HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition ofthe
UST received, a new lot of the above kind <xf Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in
Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap,
ware-—YVash-Tubs, Foot-Tubs, Churns and England and in this country in female education,
ana, gratefully acknowledges the following dona- |
and brings to her responsible profession, a large
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. WitR
Buckets, painted and unpainted. For sale by
tions to his church:
share
of
experience,
and
sound
and
varied
learning.
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D.
May 8.
D. K. CADY.
By the hands of Rev. J. T. Brooke, from
Parents entrusting their daughters to her cafe, may Bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina. By G ’
Kitchen Furniture.
have every confidence that they will be faithfully Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Ctiurph, Princeton/
Christ Church, Cincinnati,
... $25 00 ;
GENERAL assortment of Kitchen Furniture, taught, and kindly Watched over, when disengaged
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
By the hands of Rev. H. V. E. Johns,
J7jL Groceries, Queens ware, Glassware, Waiters, from study.
‘
H. V. D. Johns, °
For sale by
HENRY’ TERKINS,
from St. Paul’s Church, Cincinnati,
- 20 00 Tea-Trays, A-;. Forsaleby
Rector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinnati
234 Chesnut street.
Maj 8.
D. K. CADY.
Sept. 10, 1840.
May 10, 1841,
Philadelphia.

tinuance with them their fervent prayers had so of
ten been addressed to the throne of grace, should be
able to recognize them at the ’ast; and, (while she
grasped their hands with ardor to her bosom, )to draw
comfort and consolation from the consciousness of
their presence.
What can exceed the love of a mother ’
N.
Died suddenly, in Piqua, on Monday, April 26th,
Mrs. Rebecca Whiteman, aged 22 years, wife of
James F. Whiteman, Esq., and daughter of Col.
John Johnston, of Upper Piqua.
In the death of Mrs. Whiteman, a fond, affection
ate husband has met with an irreparable loss, a nu
merous circle of relatives a sincere friend, and the
church one that promised ere long to stand amongst
her brightest ornaments. About twelve months ago,
she entered the holy state of matrimony, with a
fair prospect of long life; and with the same pros
pect before her, she commenced housekeeping, only
about three weeks previous to her death. Death
came suddenly, but she was prepared to meet it.
The religious instruction and prayers of a pious,
faithful, devoted mother were, soon after the death
of that mother, blessed to her soul. After several
conversations with her pastor, he being fully satis
fied of her spiritual qualifications, received her name
as a candidate lor confirmation in December last.
Since that time, her walk has been with God. Ev
ery evening she was in the habit of calling the at
tention of her husband to his Creator and Redeemer,
and reading to him a portion of God’s word. She
looked forward with much anxiety and prayer to the
day of Bishop Mcllvaine’s visit, When she expected,
in the rite of confirmation, openly to confess Christ
before the world, and solemnly to promise, vow and
covenant with God, to be his faithful soldier and
servant, to her life’s end. But alas! she was not
permitted to behold that day, nor to make those
vows publicly. On the afternoon of the day before
the rile of confirmation was to be administered, and
just as the Bishop entered the Parish, her pastor
stood by the grave, religiously committing her body
to the ground, earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to
dust. Thus early was her prayer turned to praise.
Thus early was she removed from temptations and
taken into the joy of her Lord.
G.
Died, in this city, Mr. John F. Edwards, on
Wednesday evening.

on Romanism, Obligations of the World to the Bi
ble, Bridge’s Christian Ministry, Keith’s evidences
ot Christianity, Mcllvaine’s do., Bacon’s Lives of
the Apostles, Seeker on the Catechism, Jay’s Pray
ers, Mead’s do., Mcllvaine’s Justificatioh by Faith,
Christian Youth’s Book, Advice to a Young Chris
tian, Miss Coxe’s Life of Wycliffe, Tappan on the
Will, Day do. do., My Saviour, Metropolitan Pul
pit, Dick on Covetousness, Jenks Devotion, Church
man's Manual, Burton's History of the Church,
Life of Wilberforce (2 vols.), Correspondence of do.
Symington on the Atonement, Sutton on the Sacra
ment, Alexander's Evidences, Alexander on the Ca
nons, Walk about Zion, Memoir of Buchanan, Sim
eon on the Liturgy, BI ackaller’s Liturgy, Private
Thoughts, Todd s Truth Made Simple, Todd's Lec
tures to Children, Word to Women, Rudiments
of the Church, Way of Escape, Minister’s Family,
Christian Experience, Christianity Vindicated, How
shall I govern my School, Scenes in our Parish, Ac.
Many of the above cannot be had at any other
store in the city, and the prices in general it is be
lieved are unusually low.
May 15.
T. R. RAYMOND.
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Rer. I. Covert’s Balm of C.ife,
he imagined she discovered in their attentions. womanhood and joined her heart and hand to one of vineyards, grapes, and consequently of
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 10th, 1840.
NEW and valuable remedy for the cure of
The
plan
of
transferring
the
Gambier
Observer
to
If a pie was sent, pudding would have been most of God’s faithful ministering servants, whose toils wine, in Egypt; for Herodotus expressly de
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Hhoopino
CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “ YOUNG LADIES’ COMFAN
a more central point for the whole west, with the
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Luma and
ION,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES,» “LIFE OF
agreeable, if baked meat had been provided, boil and labors of love for Christ’s sake she now lives clares there were no vineyards in Egypt; and hopo of rendering it, in time, what its new name
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETC.
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets Windpipe. Extensively used and recommended bv
ed would have suited her palate better.
to share, and to train up a band of little ones for Plutarch avers that the natives of that country with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready, the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free
abhorred wine, as being the blood of those at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in ly made knowm
The Bible she talked of, and would occasion her Master’s service.
THE TWO WIDOWS—‘ONE SHALL BETA
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. Y.
and conductors.
KEN AND THE OTHER. LEFT.’
ally ask her young visitors to read to her; but it But what has become of the scoffer and despiser? who rebelled against the gods. The author? mv power, to its able editors B.
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily
B. Smith,
ity
appears
conclusive,
not
merely
to
the
scep

•There shall two be in the field; the one shall he ta was not her daily sustenance—the spiritual manna
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky. testimonials of the highest respectability jn fgvor of
Behold,
‘
God
’
s
ways
are
not
as
our
ways,
nor
his
tics
who
impugned
the
veracity
of
the
pentahis medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth
ken and the other left. Two women shall be
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature and
grinding at the mill; the one shall be taken and on which she continually depended for nourish thoughts as our thoughts!’ This child was remo teuch, but even to Miyhaelis, who conclud
New
Orleans,
March
20th,
1841.
effect,—among which are the following:
the other left.’
ment, as she traveled along through the scenes of ved into another scene, and by the providence of ed that the use of wine was enjoined in the
In your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary [From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840.]
There is no truth more distinctly recognized in her earthly pilgrimage.
God placed under religious influences; and he, sacrifice for the purpose of making a broad in the dissemination of the truths ol the gospel,
The following is an extract from an article in that
scripture, than that there are in existence in this
Years rolled away, and Jenny’s infirmities in with whom ‘nothing is impossible,’ so operated distinction between the religious usages of and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionatorum,’ or
the
dioceses
with
which
I
am
connected.
1
he
Bronchitis,
by Frank H. Hamilton, Professor of
world two entirely distinct and separate commu creased; the pains of body became more severe, upon her heart by his blessed spirit, that she be the Israelites and of the Egyptians. The amount of ignorance and apathy on religious sub Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geneva
monuments opened by modern research have jects every where to be met with, is so great as to Medical College:
nities, the subjects of which are wholly unlike and she was no longer competent to wait upon came transformed in nature—a child of God—
decided the controversy in favor of the Jew require the application of all the aids we can com
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now used
in the object, end and aim of their existence; in herself; and old Mary, having changed her resi and finally, having devoted herself to the service
ish legislator. In the subterranean vaults at mand, and I shall be happy to hear that you have so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
the motives which stimulate them to action; in dence, the new occupant of her former apart of her once despised Redeemer, she entered upon Eilithyia every part of the process connected an extended circulation throughout the western belongs to the same class of stimulating expector
church. It will give me pleasure to communicate
being one of those lucky combinations of me
the fears which deter and the hopes which in ments was paid by the ladies of the town for ma the arduous duties of the missionary life, and on with the dressing and tending of the vine are to you from time to time, such ecclesiastical intel ants,
dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
ligence
as
may
transpire
within
my
sphere
of
labor.
cite them, as they press onward in their jour king Jenny’s bed, cleaning her room, and such the shores of India breathed out her soul in her faithfully delineated; the trellices on which the
docs not impair the tone of the stomach. Of thia
Leonidas Folk,
we feel at liberty to speak, since its coniother attentions as she needed. Still the old wo Master’s service, at the foot of his cross. The vines are trained, the care with which they Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish medicine
ney.
position is not held from the Profession, and w«
are
watered,
the
collection
of
the
fruit,
the
op
of
Louisiana
and
Alabama.
hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it to
Nor is it in the busy throng and the place of man manifested no improvement in spiritual father died in his Universalism—the daughter
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend
public concourse alone, that the subjects of the things, but on*tlie contrary, became more and became a martyr in the missionary cause ! Thus treading of the wine press, and the stowing
TERMS.
it, having employed it in our own case, and in the
of the wine in amphorae, or vases, are there
opposing kingdoms stand side by side.
Even more irrascible, and even her young visitors, again was fulfilled in a remarkable manner the
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is cases of many others with decided benefit.’
painted to the life; and additional process of sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa
To all whom it may concern: This may certify
those who have been all their lives laboring to whom she loved I believe, as much as her na prediction, • one shall be taken and the other extracting the juiep from the grape are repre per fine of quality and with new and handsome type,
that I have examined the Rev. I. Covert’s ingre
and
furnished
to
subscribers
on
the
following
terms:
gether in the same mechanical or professional oc ture was capable of loving any thing, recei left.’
dients,
compounded under the name of the Balm of
sented which seem to have been peculiar to
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months. Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
cupation—whohave circled the same social board, ved not unfrequently some ebuli Lions of her
the Egyptian people.
Mr. Jomard adds,
ted to relieve persons of ail ages and sexes afflicted
St. James’ Hull.
TO A SMILING INFANT.
that the remains of amphortc, or wine vessels,
and mingled their earthly hopes, and joys, and temper; and go w hen we would, our ears would
with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs and
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, PA.
windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
have been found in the ruins of old Egyptian
BY S . W . PECKHAM.
affections in one common bond of sweet compan be pained by the sounds of cross and angry tones
and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis
Rev. A. F. Dobb, A. M., Principal.
cities,
which
are
still
encrusted
with
the
tartar
‘
A
penny
for'your
thoughts,
’
fair
child!
ionship—who have even walked to the house of which came issuing from her cottage. The sight
The public are respectfully informed that the du tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri
deposit by the wine. It is not necessary to
A penny! ay,I 'd part
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
God in company and knelt together around the of the neighbor w ho was deputied to attend her,
ties of this Institution will be resumed as usual, on ate doses.
Physician and Surgeon.
With countless treasures, could I read
account for the error in which Herodotus has Monday, the second day of November.
sacramental table; even in these, the Lord, as seemed at any moment sufficient to elicit irritiAuburn,
August
31,1838.
The secrets of that heart:
fallen, he wrote long after Egypt had been dis
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I.
he hearkens and hears, discovers a vast and essen ble and petulent feelings from her unhappy bo
Could I but feel the careless joy
tracted by civil wars, and then subdued by the home for their sons or wards; with every facility for Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
in accomplished Christian Education, are respect
That fills thy laughing eyes,
tial difference in sentiment, expression and be som.
Persians; calamities quite sufficient to account fully invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity. we do believe it to be one ol tlie’best compounds
And know the gay imaginings
for the disappearance of such a highly artifi
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ad for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., of which
lief; he regards them with a discriminating eye,
By and by, with the increasing pressure of in
That o’er thy fancy rise.
vance. The most respectable references will be we Lave any knowledge, and do most cordially re
cial
cultivation
as
that
of
the
vine
in
Egypt.
and detects an entire and radical distinction in firmities, Jenny’s reason became impaired; her
commend its use to all afflicted with the abovo
given on application.
His statement is most probably correct, if it
named diseases.
I’ve pondered o’er the classic tomes
the state of the heart and intellect, in the daily countenance was perpetually moody or clouded;
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., 7 Salina.
Splendid London Books.
be limited to the period when Herodotus
Of Roman and of Greek,
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., )
walk and conversation—in short, were he to send her crutch was continually brandished, and her
HE
Pictoral
edition
of
the
Book
of
Common
wrote; and thus viewed it becomes important
Intent through an illusion dark,
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga.
Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en
his holy angels at any moment, to gather his elect visitors, whether strangers or those once known
E. LAW'RENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
evidence for the superior antiquity both of the
Some hidden trnth to seek;
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
children from the east and from the west, from and loved, were assailed by invectives or stunned
The nature of the composition of the Rev. I. CotBible and the Egyptian monuments.—Tay Henry Stoking, M. A.
And as its light with thrilling power
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to
the north and from the south, the angelic messen with vociferous complaints. Finally, the poor
lor's Natural History of Society.
Flashed from the beaming line,
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
A rapture which the scholar’s life
gers, in the discharge of their commissioned work, old woman’s sun went down in darkness and
and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy ted that they may be referred to as authority for its
Alone imparts, was mine.
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases of
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
would enter in the halls of legislation and marts gloom, and though Christian benefactresses and
USE OF TRIALS.
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
of business—in social circles and places of do friends continued to visit and befriend her, not a
‘In all ages, (says Owen) men coming out
’Pile Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
But oh, ’t were bliss beyond compare,
is indicated.
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
D. M. Rkf.se, M. D, Professor of Theory and
To read on infant thought
of great trials haven been most useful to oth
mestic employment—in the sanctuary, aye, even single ray of hope gilded the desolation of that
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The- l’rotes
The pure impress of God’s own truth,
ers; for God doth not greatly exercise any of taut Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not— Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col
into the pulpit—and having entered in each va dying chamber, and her grave became an object
lege.
Ere sin its blight has wrought;
his people, but with some special view to his The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux
ried scene of human existence, ‘one would be ta of painful, melancholy contemplation.
J. M’Naugiiton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
—
The
Book
of
the
Boudoir,
Books
of
Poetry,
&c.
To see its power to fill the soul
own glory.’
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
ken and the other left;’ on the one side, the heav
LIowr pleasant it is to turn from meditation on
London
Bibles,
all
sizes.
With unalloyed delight,
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
On this subject Leighton remarks-—‘God’s
Just leceived,and for sale by
Doct. M. McKnjght, New York city.
enly husbandman would be seen gathering the one over whose eternal destiny we are compel
And throw o’er fancy’s magic screen
R. S. Id. GEORGE.
thoughts arc not ours; those whom he calls to
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
Forms of the pure and bright.
No. 2G South Fifth street above Chestnut.
tares and ‘binding them in bundles to burn them,’ led to ponder with melancholy forebodings, to
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D.,
a kingdom, he calls to suffering as the way to
Philadelphia.
while on the other, a portion of the angelic host the contemplation of another, whose hoary head
Albany.
it.—He will have the heirs of heaven know
Smile on, smile on, though vain the wish,
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1825 my lungs bt
ncient Christianity,and the doctrines
would he observed more gladly efnployed in was we trust, a crown of rejoicing. Whoever
May’st thou for aye, as now,
they are not at home on earth, and that this k
of the Oxford Tracts ; by Isaac Taylor, 1 vol. came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly
Unsullied keep the stamp of truth
not their rest. He will not have them with
gathering the wheat into the garner of the Lord. entered old Mary’s humble apartment, felt con
fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was at
price $1,50.
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned
Upon thine open brow,
the abused world, fancy a happiness here, and
Just received, and for sale at the bookstore of
There are special occasions, in which the fact strained to admit, that that diminutive, attenua
me much pain and distress, attended by difficult
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Still may the joyous laugh speak out
seek
a
happy
life
in
the
region
of
death,
as
is pressed upon our minds with unusual vivid ted form, on whose face disease had impressed
breathing and pains in various parts of the chest,
Columbus,
Jan.
15,
1841.
Unclouded trom thime eyes,
St. Augustine says. The reproaches and
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co
ness, and we are compelled irresistibly, to mark its painful signet, was nevertheless the dwelling
Till Heaven reclaims its errant guest,
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that mj
Sperm 4>il.
xvrongs that encounter them, shall elevate their
the immense difference which exists between the place of a cheerful, contented, happy soul. No
And takes thee to the skies.
UST received a superior article of Bleached breathing is about as before I was taken, my chron
minds often to that land of peace and rest,
Winter Strained Off, expressly for Family use. ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
child of God and the child of the prince of this complaints assailed the ears, nor did untidiness
‘where righteousness dwells.’ The hard
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great
For sale by
THE FAMISHED LAMB.
confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a good
world, under external circumstances which are annoy the eyes of her visitors. She never com
task-masters shall make them weary of Egypt,
D. K. CADY.
Walking through my field on a winter’s
and
safe medicine.
Corner of Walnut and’Fifth Streets
(which otherwise probably they might com
very slightly varied.
A staking illustration of plained, while she gratefully, smilingly received
DAVID MORE.
morning, I met with a lamb, as I thought
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
On dead; but taking it up, I found it just alive; plv too well with,) and dispose them for de
PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
this truth was presented to the notice of the wri any offerings of kindness or benevolence.
Episcopal Sunday School
From the Rev. II. Bannister, A. B., Teacher o
one occasion she chanced to call at my father’s the cruel mother had almost starved it to death. liverance, and makes it welcome; which it General Protestant.!Uiiion.
ter in her early childhood.
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer
may
be,
they
might
hut
coldly
desire
if
they
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
In a narrow street of my native town there dwelling, when the servants were taking up and I put it into my bosom, and brought it to my
tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
were better used.
vert’s Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinati
may still be seen an humble dwelling, in which, carrying in a savory and nicely dressed dinner.— house: there I rubbed its starved limbs,
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of the
IIoxv blessed is the Christian in the midst
warmed
it
by
the
fire-side,
and
fed
it
with
Union Primer, per hundred,
$4 0 lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several
under one roof, provision had been made for the She was invited earnestly by my mother, who
of
his
greatest
troubles!
It
is
true
we
cannot
Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad
accomodation of two poor families. During my had come out into the kitchen to see her, to sit warm milk from the cow. Soon after the say he is in perfect holiness—that he has Prot
do
2 00 ual but permanent cure.
do
do
do
2,
lamb revived: first, it feared me! but after
do
75
2
do
do
do
H. BANNISTER.
childhood, there dwelt in this unassuming man down and partake of the hospitable cheer. Old
3,
wards it thoroughly loved me. As I mostly never any doubts—that his peace of mind is do
do
5 50
do
do
4,
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
sion, two poor widow women, one of whom was Mary gratefully declined eating any thing that fed it with my own hand, so it followed me never interrupted—that he never mistakes Questions on the S S Books,
6 56
do
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D-,
do
3 00 Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc-, in the Au
named Mary M—-------- , and the other Jenny was placed upon her plate, but said she would be wherever I went, bleating after me, whenever providence—but after all, his is a blessed con First Trutlig,
Catechism
No.
1,
(Scripture
Catechism,)
1
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
W---------. In their external circumstances there thankful were she allowed to take it home with it saw me, and was always happy when it dition; for he is supported under his trials and Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short
ved'
instructed
by
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discipline;
and,
as
to
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questions
and
answers.)
do
3
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrencc ti
were but slight differences perceptible; both her. • The smell,’ she said, with her characteris could frisk around me, hut never so pleased as
Catechism
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Bisli
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the
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I
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were advanced in life,in similar poverty, and both tic simplicity, ‘would be enough to satisfy her
Hobart,) stiff covers,
do
12
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic brou
which he is ready to sink, frequently does
6 66 cbitis and its usual accompavaniments; and I wai
widowed; and although the former had children, appetite that day, and she would keep the. nice yon, dear chrildren, have had more from your not come, or it does not continue, or it is Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
induced to try your preparation, on the assuranci
parents and friends than ever my lamb receiv
yet did they not in any degree contribute to her dinner until the next; to take both would be,
hie,
do
4 00 from medical men lliat it contained no hazurdoui
ed from me; what ungrateful hearts must turned into a blessing.— Cecil.
Church
Catechism,
do
1
50
ingredients. The result has been the allayin;
maintenance; Jenny, to be sure, bad been crippled, she thought, an unnecessary indulgence.’
yours be, if you do not love your parents and
Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
2 75 febrile irritations and gradi al restoration of health;
No entreaties could induce her to depart from friends ten times better than ever my lamb
PROSPECTUS OF THE
and being compelled to use a crutch, was thereby
Duty to God,
do
50 functions to the throat, so that J am enabled to re
Church Primer,
do
1 75 turn to the labors of the desk. I think the med
wKsrat.x EPiscopAr, obsebveb.
incapacitated for active labor;but Mary, though in her purpose, and therefore her kind friend was loved me. And let me now remind you of a
Sunday-school office of devotion;do
3 00 cine entitled to the attention of all persons similar'
volume XI.
the possession of the full use of all her limbs, compelled to allow" her to depart from her roof still better story. Jesus is a Shepherd, the
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
8 00 affected.
do
3 00
Yours truly,
LUTHER HALSEY.
Arrangements having been made to publish the Harmony of the Creeds,
was a constant sufferer from a painful cancer, without dining; but she carried home an abund Shepherd of souls; and of him it is said, ‘he
3 00
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
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which disabled her from exertions of any violent
at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
QPTPrice $1 per bottle.
leads those that are with young.’ If you simultaneously
do
11 00
close of the present volume in December next, the Questions on the Collects,
This humble, pious creature could not read the
kind, and compelled her, like her neighbor, to de
For sale in Cincinnati (w-holesale and retail) by
Catechism
on
the
Collects,
do
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00
desire to love Jesus, I dare say your parents paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
B. F. SANFORD,
pend upon the labors of her wheel and the con Word of God. but she could spell out the name, will let you read that blessed book, the Bible, of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed Cpistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, 10 00 at the proprietors’ ‘Western office
’ on Fourth Streei
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2
parts
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the precious name, of her Lord and Saviour. And though good children alone, wish for such a at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
tributions of the charitable.
Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
do
60 00 between Main and Sycamore.
change of location to point so central to Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whitiq
While this parity existed in external circum frequently did those who visited her find her thus favor. There you will hear such things of theThe
West, and so convenient for the early reception
Zanesville, by A. Lippitt.
do
do
do
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Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbui
stances, a most marked contrast was manifest, employed; with her Bible open on her knees, her the love of Christ to poor ruined sinners, as and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
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do
do
12 50
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usefulness
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of
the
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do
The Acts,
do
12 50
even to the perceptions of childhood, between aged features illumined with peace and holy joy, I hope will melt your eyes to tears, and your paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
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do
do
12 50
hearts to lovp.’—Rowland Hill.
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SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices
Jenny lived on the southern and sunny side, but Lord.’ She loved to talk of the goodness of her
er, Columbus, has just published Justificatio
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union.
CHILDREN’S READING.
by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rci
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the
her apartments were revoltingly untidy, her per God, the mercy of her Saviour; and her days as
LIBRARY BOOKS.
Never was so much done for children in next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi
Charles I'. Mcllvai'ne, D. D-, Bishop of the Pro!
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library Church in the Diocese of Ohio. I vol.Price, hand
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63 vols. 18mo.— nett price 20 cents each.
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crabbed—while old Mary seemed to dwell in a ney heavenwards. Before her death, becoming as at this day.
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price X. Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. F
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Thousands upon thousands of books for forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas «fcCo. Cincinnati
perpetual atmosphere of quiet, peacefulness, and disabled by increasing bodily infirmities, she was
Address all orders for Books, and all remittance, to also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of II. Hool
cheerful, child-like confidence in her Heaven removed from our town to the residence of her children are noxv printed, xvhere only a few the Gospel which it has always held and defended
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
er, J. Wbethain, George W. Donohue, and R. >
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
ly Father. A slight partition divided their earth eldest and favorite daughter, by whom her dying years ago none at all were to be had. One Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry';
Union Depository, 28 Annst. Washington City, at William Mi Morrison’s; Ne’
society,
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American
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School
Union,
of the peculiarities ol our communion.
ly dwelling places, but an adamantine wall sep eyes were closed, when her meek and pious spir
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore York, Swords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton i
publishes more than five hundred different
Il is tiie design of the editors to establish such cor of
‘
ISAAC N. WHITING,
Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depe
arated their spiritual destinies.
One was the it was, I doubt not, wafted by angels into the kinds; in almost every religious newspaper respondence
with the Atlantic cities as will secure
Columbus. itory of tiie General Protestant Episcopal Sund-i
dear child of God—the other, I fear, his unrecon presence of Him whom, when unseen by mortal there is a ‘Children’s Department,’ and be the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and B
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